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This dissertation attempts to address a significant challenge that is encountered by the
users of the Radio Frequency (RF) Spectrum in recent years. The challenge arises
due to the need for greater RF spectrum by wireless communication industries such
as mobile telephony, cable/satellite and wireless internet as a result of growing con-
sumer base and demands. As such, it has led to the issue of spectrum congestion as
radar systems have traditionally maintain the largest share of the RF spectrum. To
resolve the spectrum congestion problem, it has become even necessary for users from
both radar and communication systems to coexist within a finite spectrum allocation.
However, this then leads to other problems such as the increased likelihood of mutual
interference experienced by all systems that are coexisting within the finite spectrum..
In order to address this challenge, the dissertation will seek to resolve it via a two-step
approach that are described as follows.
For the first step of this approach, it will present a structured and meticulous approach
to design a sparse spectrum allocation optimization scheme that will lead to the release
of valuable spectrum previously allocated to radar applications for reallocation to other
players such as the wireless video-on-demand and telecommunication industries while
maintaining the range resolution performance of these radar applications. This sparse
bandwidth allocation scheme is implemented using an optimization process utilizing
the Marginal Fisher information (MFI) measure as the main metric for optimization.
Although the MFI approach belongs to the class of greedy optimization methods that
cannot guarantee global convergence, the results obtained indicated that this approrach
is able to produce a locally optimal solution.
iii
For the second step of this approach, it will present on the design of a spectral efficient
waveform that can be used to ensure that the allocated spectrum limits will not be vio-
lated due to poor spectral emission containment. The design concept of this waveform
is based on the joint implementation of the first and higher orders of the Poly-phase
coded Frequency Modulated (PCFM) waveform that expands previous research on
first order PCFM waveform. As any waveform generated using the PCFM framework
possesses good spectral containment and is amenable to high power transmit opera-
tions such as radar due to its constant modulus property, thus the combined-orders of
PCFM waveform is a very suitable candidate that can be used in conjunction with the
sparse bandwidth allocation scheme in the first step for any radar application such that
the waveform will further mitigate the issue of interference experienced by other users
coexisting within the same band.
iv
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The ever increasing demand of Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum for wireless communication ap-
plications has become a regular occurrence in the last decade. The main driver behind the push for
more efficient spectrum bandwidth allocation and usage has been the boom of commercial wire-
less video/audio industries in conjunction with the huge market demand for smart mobile devices.
Nowadays, the millennial and post-millennial generations are spending much more time and en-
ergy on acccesing entertainment applications on mobile devices than their predecessors such as
having conversations on FaceTime and Skype for instances, as well as sending video clips to one
other using popular applications like Snapchat and Instagram. Thus, this has resulted in the push
towards several major research directions, such as investigation of the performance degradation
between radar and wireless communications when both systems are coexisting in operations ([1]-
[2]). In addition, there are efforts to develop sophisticated radar waveforms that are either spec-
trally well contained or efficient ([3]-[4]), or able to support joint radar/wireless communications
systems operating within the same spectrum band, i.e. under a spectrum sharing mode of opera-
tion. In fact, the focus on Spectrum Efficiency has in the recent years become a very important
feature in defining new wireless mobile communication protocols in 5th Generation (5G) mobile
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networks.
Traditionally, large chunks of the RF spectrum in the region from UHF band starting at 300
MHz and up to 100 GHz are dominated by government and military based radar applications from
terrestrial, airborne to even space-borne remote sensing operations. However, this preferential sta-
tus is increasing being challenge by technological advances and developments made in telecom-
munication and mobile industries around the world. With the advent of wireless internet such as
IEEE 802.11a\b\g\n\ac and 802.11ah, complex cellular network protocols like 5G networks cum
the increasing popularity of accessing Demand on video or social media platforms like Facebook
on smart mobile devices, the dominant status enjoyed by the radar community in spectrum alloca-
tion is a luxury that can no longer be enjoyed by just the radar community. In recent years, due to
the rise of networking technologies associated with the Internet of Things (IOT), new demands on
spectrum allocation have also been placed extensively by the construction, manufacturing, agricul-
tural and consumer electronics industries.
Currently, for any development of new wireless communication protocols, being spectral ef-
ficient is almost one of the important criteria. Also, a general definition of Spectrum Efficiency
picked out from the internet that is readily applicable to cellular networks is " Optimized use of
spectrum or bandwidth so that maximum amount of data can be transmitted with the fewest trans-
mission errors." Now, in the context of radar, one definition of the term Spectrum Efficiency can
be described as the goal of using the minimal/optimal bandwidth budget to achieve a performance
result that is comparable with minimal degradation as compared to using a original larger band-
width budget. This will then free up the unused spectrum from the original budget to be taken up
by other users or applications. At the same time, this definition of Spectrum Efficiency is aligned
with the efforts to enable Spectrum Sharing between radar and wireless communication systems
by various government/commercial bodies around the world.
Next, a second definition of Spectrum Efficiency in radar context can be the goal of containing
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the RF emissions from the radar antenna strictly within its allocated bandwidth so that there will
not be stray emissions that leaked out into the spectrum bands of other applications as interference
signals. As the transmission power of an active radar application is typically much stronger com-
pared to that of wireless communication, thus containing the radar emissions within its bandwidth
will be of utmost importance.
In the next two sections of this Chapter, a brief description of the two-step approach that is
adopted in this dissertation will be provided. The two-step approach, which for simplicity has been
named as Part 1 and Part 2 of this dissertation, will aim to address the two definitions of Spectrum
Efficiency as mentioned in the paragraph above in the context of radar. The detailed description
of each part will be greatly expanded in the subsequent Chapters. Also, the final section of this
Chapter will provide the overview for the remaining Chapters in the dissertation.
1.2 Proposed Approach
A Defense Advanced research Projects Agency (DARPA) program known as Shared Spectrum
Access for Radar and Communications (SSPARC) was initiated in 2014 to address the issue of
spectrum congestion between radar and wireless communication below the 6 GHz frequency band,
especially at the L band and S band operating frequencies. The primary objective of SSPARC is to
enable bandwidth sharing in two ways: between military radars and communications, and between
military radars and commercial communications. Last year, the program has moved into the Phase
2 Stage and DARPA has awarded the company Leidos a contract worth 7.9 millons USD to focus
the feasibility study on sharing in the S-band which is in the range of 2 GHz to 4 GHz.
In the DARPA program and all other government/commercial initiatives such as the recent ex-
plosion of the technologies behind the Internet of Things (IOT) that extends the spectrum demands
to the millimter wave regions, the main technical efforts to address the issues of band congestion
due to coexistence of radar and wireless communication systems are concentrated into 3 category
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approaches [5], namely:
• Time and Spatial domain multiplexing between radar and wireless communication opera-
tions through cooperative measures cum deployment of advanced spectrum sensing algo-
rithm by at least one party [Category 1]
• Robust radar system that encompass designs (predominantly waveform) that will mitigate
the interference to/from the communication party when both systems are utilizing within or
nearby spectral band [Category 2]
• Joint design of both radar and wireless communication systems to cooperatively mitigate the
amount of interference to each other. This objective is achieved via the use of MIMO archi-
tecture cum specialized transmit waveforms such as multi-modal OFDM waveform design
for both radar and wireless communication [Category 3]
With this broad categorization of the approaches, Part 1 of this dissertation that is can loosely
be grouped under the 2nd category in which an optimal spectrum allocation scheme is applied
to the original allocated bandwidth of a radar application such that the unused portion after opti-
mization is released to another application such as a communication system. Similarly, Part 2 of
the dissertation can also be grouped under the 2nd category as well. In this case, the design of
a transmit radar waveform with good spectral containment will help to reduce the interference to
communication users in the nearby spectral bands.
1.2.1 Sparse Spectrum Allocation
In any radar application, an increase of available spectral bandwidth will translate into an improve-
ment in the radar’s resolution of two separate entities, regardless of whether it is operating in the
range or Doppler domain. Corresponding, a decrease in the available bandwidth will translate to
a degradation of the radar’s resolution performance. Now, when considering the possibility of
spectrum sharing between radar and communication systems, one suggestion is to trade-off radar
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resolution with lower bandwidth based on the target scattering characteristics such that the remain-
ing bandwidth can be released to the communication system, i.e. in the case of a multi-modal
radar. This approach will be feasible if the target scattering characteristics are indeed changing
significantly over the areas of interest being surveyed by the radar.
Consider a contiguous RF spectrum band bounded by a lower frequency f1 and an upper fre-
quency f2. The picture that often comes to mind is that of contiguous frequency utilization for the
entire band defined by ( f2− f1). However, we can also view the spectrum as consisting of many
distinct spectral lines as in a line spectrum commonly represented in optical spectroscopy. Using






In the above expression, s(w) represents the original contiguous spectrum that has been defined
to consist of a summation of N spectral lines with each spectral line defined by a Dirac-Delta
function δ (w) offset at the frequency location wn and weighted by the value sn. When applied to
a pulsed radar system transmitting at the Pulse Repetition Frequency PRF , the expression will be






By examining the above equation, it can be seen that in a pulsed radar system, not all the
frequency contents are utilized in the given contiguous spectral band as each spectral line is sep-
arated by the PRF interval. As such, there arises the question of whether the radar needs the full
contiguous spectrum in order to achieve the desired range resolution. If not, then there exists the
possibility of removing some of these spectral lines within the band in an optimal manner without
having to degrade the range resolution, i.e. a form of spectral thinning. Meanwhile, the remaining
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spectral lines do not necessary have to be spaced at integer multiples of the PRF value but can be
any frequency interval so long this interval is lower than the PRF value so as to avoid range ambi-
guity. This effect will be analogous to the application of Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) jittering in
pulse radar [6]. Also, this approach is realizable if we first consider each ith spectral line located at
frequency wi to represent an individual narrow-band coherent transmitter/receiver. Subsequently,
during each PRI, all the coherent transmitters will be simultaneously transmitting at their assigned
frequencies for a pre-defined duty cycle within the PRI. As the effective bandwidth is maintained
by jointly processed the returns from all receivers over an interval of time, range resolution will be
maintained as well.
Thus, by using the above representation, the whole contiguous band can also be analogous to
a uniform-spaced linear antenna array (ULA) in which each spectral line corresponds to an array
element. Now, in the case of the ULA, it had been shown that when the ULA is not completely
filled, i.e. some elements of the ULA have been removed such that the spacing between each
element is no longer uniform, the modified ULA is still able to provide a comparable performance
with the original ULA with some slight degradation. This degradation comes in the form of higher
sidelobes [7] which translate to higher false alarms in detection due to higher Peak Sidelobes (PSL)
or higher error variance in target parameter estimation due to the increase in Integrated Sidelobes
(ISL). Also, the degree of degradation is proportional to the number of elements that have been
removed from the ULA.
By using the perspective between the spectrum band and the ULA, this then opens the possibil-
ity of applying techniques developed for optimal design of sparse antenna array or array thinning
into the spectrum thinning problem mentioned above. For instance, we can now view the problem
from the perspective of allocating sufficient frequency contents (minimal redundancy) such that the
radar range resolution is maintained with some side-lobe performance degradation but with lesser
frequency contents as compared to utilizing the whole contiguous band with the tradeoff being
a degraded side-lobe performance. This viewpoint is analogous to the concept of the Minimum
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Redundancy Linear Array [45] or MRLA within the antenna array communities. Moreover, the
frequency band occupied by the removed frequency samples can now be utilized by another ap-
plication. Thus, this is the motivation for the Sparse Spectrum/Bandwidth Allocation (SSA/SBA)
optimization scheme that forms Part 1 of the dissertation.
In the SSA scheme, the process of removing the frequency sample locations (akin to Array
Thinning) is determined via a metric known as the Marginal Fisher Information or MFI in short.
Now, from the theory of Statistical Estimation [8], it is known that the error variance of an unbiased
estimator is bounded by the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) which is the inverse of the Fisher
Information of the measurements. If we are to view all the frequency samples as measurements
in the frequency domain, then it will be possible to compute the Fisher Information for the entire
spectrum band. By using a iterative search approach, whenever one or more contiguous groups of
frequency samples is removed, the SSA scheme will compute the difference in Fisher Information
between that of the entire spectrum band versus that of the remaining samples and this difference
will be the MFI. Thus, the SSA scheme will release the frequency band/bands corresponding to the
group/groups of frequency samples that produces the lowest decrease of MFI to be used for other
applications. This process will continue until the results have reached convergence.
1.2.2 Waveform Design with Good Spectral Containment
The coexistence of radar and wireless communication systems in a Congested Spectrum will in-
evitably lead to an increase of interference being present in the received signals of both systems
when they are jointly operating in time and space. As such, it is of utmost importance by each
system to generate transmit waveforms that do not spill over to the adjacent spectrum bands. As a
result, it has fueled the motivation to research into transmit waveforms that provide good spectral
containment and various designs have appeared in the literature over these years.
Now, it is known among the researchers that waveforms designed using the Continuous Phase
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Modulation (CPM) framework [9] has the desirable properties of being both constant modulus and
good spectral containment or spectrally efficient as defined under the radar context. Both properties
are desirable as the constant modulus feature will translate into the maximum transmission of
energy while the spectral efficiency feature will ensure minimal interference to adjacent spectral
users such as other radars or communication systems. In the radar domain, the adaptation of the
CPM framework has also been successfully demonstrated in ([4],[10]-[11]) in the form of Poly-
phase Coded Frequency Modulated (PCFM) waveforms. Furthermore, it is also observed that
the PCFM waveforms is able to achieve low autocorrelation sidelobes relative to time-bandwidth
(BT ) product where B is the 3 dB bandwidth. Also, in [4], it is observed that the phase of the
PCFM waveform can be viewed as a first-order hold as compared to the zeroth-order hold phase
representation in phase-coded waveforms like the Barker or P3 codes. In addition, by examining
the relatioship between the frequencies versus chirp rate of this first-order hold representation of
PCFM waveform in [12], it can be seen that the frequency variation with time follows the laws of
Nonlinear Frequency Modulation (NLFM).
Next, by viewing the PCFM waveform as a first-order hold phase function, there lies the possi-
bility of generalizing the implementation of PCFM waveform to higher-order hold phase represen-
tations that will still retain the desirable properties of being both constant modulus and spectrally
efficient. By drawing inspiration from the polynomial phase functions proposed by Doerry ([13]-
[14]), Part 2 of the dissertion will cover the development of higher-order hold PCFM waveforms
that will also opens up the possibility to combine multiple orders to obtain even lower autocorre-
lation sidelobes. At the same time, the framework for generating the optimized first-order PCFM
waveforms as described in [15] will be expanded for the design of these higher-order PCFM wave-
forms as mentioned above.
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1.3 Overview of Dissertation
The remaining chapters of this dissertation will be organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the findings
obtained from the literature review of the existing techniques that had been developed for address-
ing the issues of spectrum congestion and sharing will be presented. This then set the stage for
discussing the research work that is described in part 1 & 2 of the dissertation which will increase
the extent of research covered by the reviewed existing techniques.
In Chapter 3 that addresses Part 1 of the research, detailed derivations of the theory and princi-
ple behind the design of the Sparse Spectrum Allocation (SSA )algorithm will be presented. Next,
the chapter will then describs about the various adaptations of the SSA algorithm that are grouped
under two different perpspectives of sparse array design versus array thinning. At the same time,
all the accompanying simulation results for each of these adaptations under the two perspectives
will also be provided and examined in details.
In Chapter 4 that addresses Part 2 of the research, detailed derivations of the steps needed
for waveform design of the higher-order waveform under the PCFM framework will be presented
along with all accompanying simulation results for different implementations of these higher-order
PCFM waveforms either as single-order waveform configuration or as multi-order waveform con-
figuration. This chapter will also delve into the insights between the interations among different
orders of implementation as well as the theoretical limits for the code values in each respective
order of implementation.
In Chapter 5, the first section will illustrate the feasibility of using the results obtained from
the Sparse Spectrum Allocation algorithm to generate the corresponding PCFM waveforms by
providing several examples of the these waveform implementations. In the second section of this
chapter, a radar target range profile estimation application example will be provided to illustrate
the viability of applying the Sparse Spectrum Allocation algorithm results to this important radar
9
application.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the dissertation will provide the summaries to all the research that are
reported in this dissertation. Some recommendations for continuing with the further stages of this




In this Chapter, a brief overview of the approaches adopted to address the challenge of Spectrum
Congestion will be provided with the focus of these approaches on the coexistence and spectrum
sharing between the radar and wireless communication systems.
2.1 Spectrum Sharing between Radar and Communication
As previously mentioned, in recent years, it has become even more necessary for radar systems to
co-exist with wireless communication systems in some form of spectrum sharing scheme within
the same spectrum of usage. Now, the main direction for seeking feasible solutions for spectrum
sharing between radar and wireless communicated can be grouped into 3 categories [5] that are
described in more details in the following sections.
2.1.1 Category 1: Design of Cognitive Radio
In this category, the primary user of the spectrum is assumed to be the radar system whereas the
secondary user is assumed to be the communication system and the focus is on spectrum sharing
via time/spatial/frequency domain resources multiplexing. Therefore, based on the above assump-
tion, the onus to ensure an effective sharing of the above resources is usually on the secondary user
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which is the communication system. As such, this added responsibility will require the communi-
cation system to function as a form of cognitive radio that will utilize advanced sensing capabilities
to detect the presence of the signals emitted by a radar system and perform suitable adjustment to
its operations accordingly. Also, unlike conventional spectrum sensing approaches that are based
on energy detection, an example of a newer spectrum sensing method is based instead on detecting
the entropy of the received signals by utilzing the information that a stochastic signal with Gaus-
sian probability density has the maximum entropy. Examples of research that are performed under
Category 1 are listed in ([16]-[17]).
For example, in [17], the authors started with the description on difference between white
space approach in which the secondary device/user will only transmit when the radar system is so
far away such that it is undetectable versus the gray space approach at which the secondary device
is allowed to transmit in vicinity of the radar system but with a transmit power that will not cause
harmful interference to the radar system. As such, the characteristics of the transmit power from
the secondary device will vary over time based on the properties of the radar signals that it has
sensed during its operation. For the research reported in [16], the example radar system chosen is
a rotating radar that can be used for weather monitoring or Air Traffic Control (ATC).
2.1.2 Category 2: Design of Cognitive Radar
In this category, the focus is on a robust radar system which will minimize interference signals
to/fro the communication when both systems are utilizing within or nearby spectral band. For
a start, the primary requirement will be the design of radar waveforms that are spectrally well
contained without its specified band limits so that energy from the radar signal will not spill over
to nearby bands that may be utilized by other radar or communication systems. In addition, in
instances when there are strong interfering signals from a communication system located within
the spectrum band of the radar system, there are two possible approaches to mitigate this unwanted
interference.
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The first approach will be to design radar waveforms that are more tolerant to the higher clutter
power transmitted from the communication system. Some examples of research reported in this ap-
proach are listed under ([18]-[22]). For example, in [18], the authors address this approach of wave-
form design using an information-theoretic perspective by maximizing the mutual-information be-
tween the radar’s target response (which mimics the channel of traditional MIMO systems) and
the radar received signals while constraining the spectrum to avoid a co-existing communication
system. In addition, the waveform design also incorporates constraints that reduces interference to
a communication system, avoid clutter returns and also satisfies the radar system design constraints
such as maximum transmit power and peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR).
The second approach will necessitate the design of transmit/receive waveforms with notches
present in some frequency sub-bands of the contiguous spectrum band so that no energy will be
transmitted/received in these sub-bands or "forbidden" bands ([23]-[30]). For instance, in [24],
the authors achieve this objective of waveform design by introducing small modifcations to the
phase modulations of a N-step radar pulse in order to create spectral nulls for either in-band or
out-of-band RF interfering signals from other systems.
This approach thus leads to the popular concept of sparse frequency waveform for both trans-
mit/receive function such that the interference to/from the communication system can be avoided
during operation. In all cases, design of sparse frequency waveforms will necessitate many itera-
tions in order to obtain the optimized results once convergence to these results is achieved. Also,
due to the demands placed on the radar system in this category in terms of spectrum consideration,
the radar system in this category can be classified as an intelligent or cognitive radar in the spectral
sense.
2.1.3 Category 3: Joint Design of Cognitive Radio/Radar
In this category, the focus is on joint design of both radar and wireless communication systems
to cooperatively mitigate the amount of interference to each other and again there are multiple
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approaches to achieve this objective. The first approach may be to define a multi-objective opti-
mization criteria so as to obtain the most efficient usage of the bandwidth shared by both radar and
communication systems. One example of this joint optimization framework can be the design of a
multi-modal radar in which its allocated bandwidth can be reduced in accordance to the scattering
characteristics of the current active target scenario at hand so that the unused bandwidth can be
utilized by the communication system.
Another approach may be to combine the operations of both cognitive radio and cognitive radar
in a cooperative manner such that both systems possess advanced spectrum sensing capabilities as
well as sharing information of the operating environment of both the communication and radar
environments so as to achieve the most effective usage of the shared bandwidth. Also, some ex-
amples of research that are performed under this category are listed in ([31]-[33]). For instance in
[31], the authors explores a collocated overlapped multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna
architecture and a spectrum sharing algorithm via null space projection (NSP) for enabling the
coexistence of both radar and communications systems. In their proposed overlapped-MIMO ar-
chitecture, the transmit array of a collocated MIMO radar is partitioned into a number of subarrays
that are allowed to overlap. Each of the antenna elements will also be tarnsmitting signals orthog-
onal to others in the same subarray and to the other subarrays. At the same time, the radar-centric
spectrum sharing scheme then projects the radar signal onto the null space of the communications
system’s interference channel so as to avoid the communication system receiving interference from
the radar.
The third approach is achieved by using the OFDM waveforms as a design tool. From sim-
ulations, it has been shown that it is possible to design a set of OFDM transmit waveforms that
can be allocated for usage by both radar and communication systems. Some recent examples of
waveforms that falls into this category are the Multi-modal OFDM waveform as reported in [34].
In this paper, the authors achieve this objective by appropriately allocating the OFDM sub-carriers
for both systems based on using the radar detection performance as well as the communication
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channel capacity as the performance metrics for the allocation of these sub-carriers. To sum up,
some examples of research that are performed under this category are listed in ([34]-[36]).
At this point, the brief overview of the 3 categories that are created to resolve the challenge of
spectrum sharing between radar and wireless communication systems has been provided. Now, as
mentioned in the introduction chapter, the solutions described under Part 1 and 2 of this dissertation
to address the issues of spectrum congestion/sharing will fall mainly under the second category of
a robust or intelligent radar. Although the first part of the proposal does not utilize the scheme
of waveform design to fulfill sparsity of the radar spectrum usage of the contiguous spectrum,
however, the goal of using a reduced amount of bandwidth is obtained via the design of an optimal
spectrum/bandwidth allocation scheme derived from applying the principles of information and
statistical estimation theory.
2.2 Sparse Spectrum Utilization by Radar
To date, almost all of the research performed on sparse spectrum usage from a contiguous spec-
trum band for radar applications is concentrated on the design of sparse waveforms with some
exceptions of recent development on Sub-Nyquist radar system as reported in ([37]-[38]). For
instance, in [37], the authors identified a small subset of spectrum groups/blocks for usage out
of the contiguous spectrum by basing on a heuristic approach whose results mimic randomly dis-
tributed groups. Starting from the results obtained from the design of sparse frequency waveforms
published by the author in [39] that provides the theoretical derivation of both complex digital
transmit and receive ultra-wideband radar and communication waveforms that possess both excel-
lent arbitrary frequency band suppression and range sidelobe minimization, it has lead to a host
of publications by other authors with a snippet as listed in ([40]-[45]). At the same time, within
the literature of design approach of sparse frequency waveform, this aspect of research can also be
viewed in the context of thinned spectrum waveform design ([26],[43]). Thus, with the literature
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survey results provided on sparse spectrum usage, the research that is described in Chapter 3 of
this dissertation on identifying the best possible subset of frequency sub-bands from a contiguous
band in terms of target estimation error performance and independent of waveform design can be
considered a novel research direction in this aspect.
Now, as mentioned in section 1.2.1, the identification and selection of these best possible subset
of frequency sub-bands from the perspective of target estimation error is obtained using a sparse
spectrum allocation algorithm that mimics the design of sparse array akin to minimum redundancy
linear array (MRLA) or low redundancy linear array (LRLA) utilized in antenna array design. Sim-
ilarly, the sparse spectrum allocation algorithm can also be classified under the research category
of array thinning in antenna array design. With that in mind, the literature review then focus on the
research that have been reported in this domain.
Previous research on generating MRLA can be grouped into two categories, i.e. either non-
statistical or statistical approaches. Now, for the non-statistical approach, some provided examples
are such as those reported in ([48]-[53]) that are variant adaptations to Moffet [47] which is com-
monly recognized as the pioneer publication of this approach and is based on adopting the findings
on deriving both unrestricted and restricted difference bases of integers as reported by Leech [46].
Next, for the statistical approach which is much more computational intensive in nature, it has
gained much popularity over the last two decades due to the exponential increase in technology and
power in Digital Computing and Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI). As such, results obtained via
numerous statistical techniques such as Simulated Annealing [54], Pattern Search algorithms [55],
Particle Swarm Optimization [56] or the Genetic Algorithm [57] among others have been reported
to be able to successfully generate arrays that either possess the qualities of the MRLA or LRLA.
However, one limitation that is common to all these approaches is the ability to produce either
the MRLA or LRLA when the original array size to be thinned down is large, i.e. consisting of
hundreds of array elements etc. Furthermore, the algorithms utilized in the statistical approach also
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require large computation time to generate results for any sizable array dimension. To overcome
the limitations from the above approaches, an alternative algorithm [58] that is designed based
on a measure known as the Marginal Fisher’s Information (MFI) was demonstrated to be able
to generate a sparse/thinned array configuration in an optimal manner while using much lesser
computation resources as compared to the statistical approach. In the paper it was shown that
the coarray computed from the sparse array possess minimum or low redundancies that closely
resembles the coarrays obtained from a MRLA or LRLA. Based on the good results as reported in
[55], thus this algorithm is proposed to be used as the basis of the optimum spectrum allocation
scheme by essentially performing the optimal selection of spectral lines within the full spectrum
band while ensuring that the range resolution performance is maintained.
2.3 Spectral Containment via Higher-order PCFM waveforms
Due to the ever-increasing demands placed on the congested RF spectrum by the wireless com-
munication industry, it has led to the push for greater design freedom, enhanced sensitivity within
the radar communities ([59]-[60]) so as to allow for coexistence of both radar and communication
systems. At the same time, new sensing modalities have also yielded myriad contributions to the
burgeoning field of waveform design diversity ([61]-[64]).
Historically, Frequency modulation (FM) represents the original [65] and by far most widely
used means of generating a radar waveform for use in pulse compression. After the establishment
of the linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp, the prospective benefits of nonlinear FM (NLFM)
waveforms were realized (as further elaborated in the next paragraph), followed by a litany of
important contributions (e.g. [66] - [74], and [90] - [93]). In short, FM waveforms are attractive
because they can be generated with very wide bandwidths as well as possessing the characteristics
of constant amplitude and good spectral containment and therefore they are readily amenable to
high-power radar transmitters. In the case of LFM, this implementation also allows the use of
stretch processing on receive [75].
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A separate class of waveforms that has also attracted significant attention is that of phase-coded
sequences (e.g. [76] - [79]), particularly with the emergence of waveform diversity ([61], [74])
and the prospect of incorporating dimensions of space, Doppler, polarization, etc. into the design
process. While not directly implementable without distortion (refer to [4], [74]), phase codes are
very important because they represent the means with which to parameterize the structure of a
signal in a way that can be optimized.
While there has been considerable work on the design of radar codes (e.g. [64] and references
therein) it has only recently be shown that a modified form of the continuous phase modulation
(CPM) [9] scheme used in some communication application can be used to connect the mathemat-
ically attractive structure of phase codes to the physically realizable structure of FM waveforms.
Denoted as Polyphase-coded FM (PCFM) [4], this framework can be used to convert an arbitrary
polyphase code into an FM waveform that can be readily transmitted by a high-power radar. How-
ever, the more important benefit of this approach is that it facilitates the direct design of FM wave-
forms through optimization of the parameterized structure of codes [15]. In so doing, distortion-
inducing effects of the transmitter (most notably the power amplifier) can be incorporated into the
waveform design process ([15], [80]-[81]) and spatial and polarization degrees-of-freedom can be
physically coupled to waveforms [[82] - [86]]. It has recently even been shown that the PCFM
implementation enables a new form of radar-embedded communication [87] and the design of FM
waveforms via gradient descent optimization of the coded parameters [88].
Now, the PCFM scheme that is described in[4] can be viewed as converting codes into FM
waveforms in a manner akin to first-order hold in the phase domain of these waveforms since the
use of a rectangular shaping filter produces piece-wise linear phase trajectories after the integra-
tion stage. In addition, the structure of PCFM itself has also been examined via the notion of
"overcoding" [89] of the code values. Likewise, the well-known LFM waveform and waveforms
constructed piecewise from LFM waveforms with different chirp-rates are examples of a second-
order hold representation that correspond to quadratic phase trajectories. By using such a analogy,
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it then provides the possibility of generalizing the PCFM framework of implementation to higher-
order hold representations of the phase function. In essence, this generalization enables new ways
and techniques in which to represent NLFM waveforms where, in theory, there are infinite possible
continuous phase functions that may exist, even for a finite pulse width and bandwidth. Moreover,
it is noted that many of these techniques ([68] - [79], and [91] - [94]) are based on the Principle
of Stationary Phase, which as described in [61], states that the energy/power spectral density at a
particular frequency of a NLFM signal is relatively large if the rate of change of the frequency at
that time is relatively small. In essence, this implies a inverse relationship between the spectral
density and the chirp rate at that frequency. Since it is also known that the autocorrelation function
of a signal is equal to the fourier transform of the spectral density function, thus by selecting a
predefined shape of the spectral density function, it will both determine the corresponding phase
function of the signal as well as the sidelobe performance of the autocorrelation function of this
signal.
To conclude, based on the literature review provided under this section, the desirable properties
of the PCFM waveform as well as the possibility of generalizing the PCFM framework into another
good underlying code representation for NLFM waveforms have been clearly emphasized. Thus,
the objective of Part 2 of the two-step approach that is adopted in this dissertation will be focused on
developing the second to higher-order PCFM representations. At the same time, the information
provided below in Table 2.1 offers a general comparison between the different orders (1st and
higher) and also includes polyphase codes themselves as a notional zero-order representation. It
is hoped that based on the comparison shown in Table 2.1, the framework of the research into the
higher-order PCFM representations in relation to the current implementation of NLFM waveforms
will be understood in a clearer perspective.
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Table 2.1: Waveform Representations
Waveform representation Equivalent approaches in radar waveform generation
0th order Discrete codes (e.g. P3); abrupt phase transitions
1st order PCFM via [6]; linear phase transitions
2nd order LFM and NLFM; quadratic phase trajectories
3rd order & Higher Higher orders of NLFM
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Chapter 3
Optimization Scheme for Sparse Spectrum
Allocation
3.1 Theoretical Background
3.1.1 Radar Measurement Model
As described in the previous chapter, it is possible to view the contiguous RF spectrum for a radar
system to be consisting of many spectral lines with each spectral line representing a physical coher-
ent transmitter that transmits a waveform with constant amplitude at a frequency that corresponds
to that spectral line. Also, the transmitter will be turned on/off with a finite duration during each
period corresponding to the PRI. Thus, it is possible to define a radar measurement model in the
frequency domain as in the time domain. For a start, we define the measurements received at the
radar over the CPI duration by the following equation:
v = Hγ (3.1)
H = [h1,h2,hi, .....], i = 1...M (3.2)
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Where the symbol v is the Kx1 radar measurement vector in frequency, H is a KxM matrix that
is the observation matrix or the sensing matrix for this model. Note that for the matrix H, each
element along the row dimension represents an observation associated with a unique and increasing
frequency and each element along the column dimension represents an observation associated with
a unique and increasing target distance from the radar receiver. Thus, H can also be represented
by M column vectors hi as shown in (3.2). Also, an analogy to the column vector hi in (3.2) will
be the array manifold vector corresponding to the physical angle θi in a direction finding problem.
Finally, γ is an Mx1 vector with each element γi corresponding to the complex scattering coefficient
of a target located at distance x meters away from the radar receiver.
Before going further, it must be emphasized that taking measurement samples in frequency
is the dual problem of taking measurement samples in time. As it is well known that the tem-
poral sampling rate will determine the sampling bandwidth in frequency, thus the corresponding
frequency sampling interval between two frequency samples will also determine the temporal time-
span in time corresponding to unambiguous target distance. In addition, while the total observation
time T0 for temporal sampling determines the frequency resolution (1/T0), so will the span of the
frequency samples determines the temporal resolution, i.e. range cell resolution in meters.
Going further, (3.1) is further modified to include the complex measurement noise vector n
such that the final radar measurement model in frequency is as follows:
v = Hγ +n (3.3)
This form of this equation is what is popularly known in literature as the linear model. An addi-
tional note to take is that as there is a one-to-one mapping between the target distance x with the
time delay τd to the receiver, the elements in vector γ can be viewed as a target delay spectrum of
the time delay parameter τd .
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3.1.2 Cramer Rao Bound and Marginal Fisher Information
By defining the radar measurements in frequency as a linear model given in (3.3), we can then
proceed to examine the relationship between the amount of frequency measurements allocated in
the vector v with that of the results obtained from the estimation of the vector γ that is denoted
by the symbol γ̃ . Note that the estimated γ̃ will not be identical to the actual γ but will contain
estimation errors.
Now, the estimation error and its corresponding covariance matrix given by the following:
ε = γ̃− γ (3.4)
Kε = E{εε ′} (3.5)
From [8], it is known that the lower bound of the error covariance is given by the Cramer-
Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) which is equal the inverse of the Fisher Information matrix of the
measurement vector which can be expressed by (3.6) below
J = E{[5γ ln( fv|γ(v)][5γ ln( fv|γ(v)]H} (3.6)
where5γ is the gradient operator and fv|γ(v) is the probability density function of v given γ as
cited in [94].
At the same time, for the linear model defined in (3.3), when applying an efficient estimator
such as the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator to the frequency measurements, the
error covariance obtained for the estimated γ̃ will be equal to the CRLB. It is with this understand-
ing that the Sparse Spectrum Allocation (SSA) algorithm based on Marginal Fisher Information
(MFI) is derived. For a start, if we denote the Fisher Information matrix obtained from K number
of frequency measurements in vector v as JK , and the Fisher Information matrix from (K − 1)
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frequency measurements as JK−1, the Marginal Fisher Information matrix obtained from the kth




From the MFI matrix ∆J(K) defined in (3.7), the MFI obtained from the kth frequency measure-



































where Tr(.) is the trace operator and M is the number of elements (targets) in the vector γ .
In a way, the MFI is a measure of the new information that is obtained when adding the kth
frequency measurement to the original (K−1) measurements. From the perspective of sparse array
design, the MFI can be viewed as a "reduction in uncertainty" metric since adding the kth frequency
measurement may result in a non zero-valued ∆J(K) that indicates an increase in information to
reduce the uncertainity/error in estimating the vector γ . Alternatively, it may also result in a zero-
valued ∆J(K) when JK is equal to JK−1 which indicates that no new information is provided from
the kth measurement. In the former case, this will correspond to a reduction of the error variances
within Kε of the estimated γ̃ due to this additional information provided by the kth measurement.
In the later case, this will not provide any reduction in the error variances within Kε .
Likewise, from the perspective of array thinning design starting from an initially fully filled
array, the MFI can also be viewed as the amount of increase of the error variances within Kε of
γ̃ when the number of measurements in the vector v has been reduced by one from the initial N
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measurements.
Next, when applying the MMSE estimator for the measurements expressed using the linear
model, by removing the mean from the vector γ , the expression for this estimator as well as the
estimated γ̃ are given by (3.9) and (3.10) as
WMMSE = KγH′(HKγH′+Kn)−1 (3.9)
γ̃ = WMMSEv (3.10)
where Kγ is the a priori target covariance matrix and Kn is the covariance matrix due to the mea-
surement noise. Likewise, the error covariance matrix Kε obtained for the estimated γ̃ when using
the above Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator is expressed as
Kε = Kγ −KγH′(HKγH′+Kn)−1HKγ (3.11)
However, from [8], it is seen that the above equation (3.11) can also be expressed as




As such, any reduction of the error variances due to an additional measurement can be com-
puted by applying the trace operator to the error covariance matrix Kε as defined in (3.12). Finally,
as mentioned above, since the Fisher Information matrix JK is equal to the inverse of Kε , by using
(3.11), JK is defined as
JK = (H′K−1n H+K
−1
γ ) (3.13)
Moreover, if Kγ and Kn are defined by the following equations
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Kγ = E{γγ ′}= σ2γ I (3.14)
Kn = E{nn′}= σ2n I (3.15)
then (3.12) and (3.13) can be rewritten as
Kε = (σ−2n H
′H+σ−2γ I)
−1 (3.16)
JK = (σ−2n H
′H+σ−2γ I) (3.17)
From (3.17), we can also view the Fisher Information matrix JK as the sum of two components
Jv and Jγ where Jv represents the information obtained due to the measurement data in v and
Jγ represents the information obtained due to prior knowledge of γ . Using these representations,
(3.17) can simply be expressed as
JK = Jv +Jγ (3.18)
3.1.3 Definition of Coarray versus Beampattern of Sparse Array
In [95], it is stated that for a thinned reqular array or sparse array, the coarray of this sparse array






where wm ∈ {0,1} is the element weight and its value will indicate the presence or absence of
the array element at location m. Also, N is the total number of elements in the fully-filled aperture.
As such, for an N element linear array with element distance d, the coarray for this linear array is







where k = 2π/λ is the wave-number (spatial frequency). Therefore, from (3.19), it can be seen that
the beampattern of the linear array is equivalent to the Fourier Transform of its coarray. Likewise,
the beampatterm can also be viewed as the Matched Filter Response of the linear array at the
zero delay location. Also, due to the symmetry of the coarray, (3.20) can be rewritten as





which is a superposition of cosines.
Next, the interpretation of the coarray element c(l) is such that if c(l)> 1, then l is a redundant
lag. Likewise, if c(l) = 0, then the coarray has a hole in l. In terms of array nomoclature, a
perfect array is one that has a coarray that possesses no holes or redundancies except for lag zero.
However, for a sparse array with number of elements n, there is no such perfect array for n > 4.
Thus, this inspires the studies of approximate perfect arrays such as the Minimum Redundancy
Linear Array (MRLA) or Minimum Holes Linear Arrays (MHLA).
Therefore, with the above descriptions provided for both the coarray and beampattern of a lin-
ear array, they will be used to evaluate the resulting sparse array obtained from the SSA algorithm
that is implemented based on either from the perspective of sparse frequency array design or from
the perspective of frequency array thinning design.
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3.2 Implementation of SSA algorithm based on Sparse Array
Design Perspective
In this section, the first perspective of sparse array design will be adopted to design the SSA
algorithm. In the subsequent section of Chapter 3, the second perspective of array thinning starting
from an initially fully filled array will then be adopted for the design of the SSA algorithm.
Now, under the perspective of sparse array design, the main objective of the SSA algorithm is
to allocate the optimal locations for a K number of spectral lines/samples (corresponding to a
fraction of the total spectrum) out of a N number of total spectral lines (corresponding to 100%
of the spectrum usage) where N > K and using the MFI as the optimization metric. Now, this
objective can be achieved via two approaches. The first approach is carried out by determining
the K frequency locations corresponding to K number of spectral lines one spectral line at a time
during the optimization process. The first step of the second approach is to subgroup these K
spectral lines into smaller P groups/blocks of frequency lines with Q number of frequency lines
per group/block such that (P×Q) = K. The second step is then to determine the starting frequency
location of each of these P blocks of frequency lines one block at a time during the optimization
process. The description for implementing the SSA algorithm using the first approach is described
as follows and followed by that of the second approach.
For the first approach of insertion based on single frequency location, initially, the algorithm will
allocate the first frequency measurement sample corresponding to the first spectral line, at the
frequency location (−BW2 ) where BW is the span of the contiguous spectrum band. Subsequently,
the algorithm will use the MFI metric to determine the optimal spectral locations from the 2nd
to the kth measurement sample using a greedy search method on a frequency sample by sample
incremental basis. Also, note that for the identified location of the (M + 1)th measurement that
is to be added to a frequency array of M measurements, it is chosen as the candidate from out
of (N−M) possibilities that produces the largest reduction of the estimation error. This process
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will go on until all K number of frequency locations have been determined. This will then be
considered as the completion of the 1st iteration. Next, after all initial K frequency locations have
been allocated from this first iteration, the iteration is then repeated again where the first frequency
location is again to be determined out of the possibility of (N−K +1) frequency locations. Once
the second iteration is completed, the process will continue with the third iteration until the results
have reached convergence.
For the second approach of insertion based on groups or blocks of frequency locations, as a start,
the algorithm will allocate the first block of Q frequency samples with its starting spectral line,
at the frequency location (−BW2 ) which corresponds to one end of the available spectrum. Subse-
quently, the algorithm will use the MFI metric to determine the optimal spectral locations to insert
the 2nd block up to the pth block of frequency samples using a greedy search method on a block
by block basis. Again, note that for the identified location of the (O+1)th frequency sample block
to be added to a frequency array of O blocks of measurements, it is chosen as the candidate from
out of (N− (O×Q)) possibilities that produces the largest reduction of the estimation error. This
process will go on until all P blocks of frequency samples corresponding to K locations have been
determined. This will then be considered as the completion of the 1st iteration. Next, after all
initial K frequency locations have been allocated from this first iteration, the iteration is repeated
again where the first block of frequency location is again to be determined out of the possibility
of (N− (P−1)×Q) number of frequency locations. Once the second iteration is completed, the
process will continue with the third iteration until the results have reached convergence.
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3.2.1 Construction of Sparse Frequency Array model based on Single Fre-
quency location insertion - first adaptation
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed Sparse Spectrum Allocation (SSA) optimiza-
tion algorithm described in the previous section in generating a sparse spectrum allocation, various
modules were generated up in MATLAB so as to implement the SSA scheme via simulation as well
as evaluating its performance. The script for generating the sparse array measurement model is set
up using the following target scenarios assumed to be for a radar application with the parameters
as shown in Table 3.1 as follows.
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters for generating MFI frequency array
Parameter Type Parameter value
Span of N frequency samples, BW -10 kHz to 10 kHz
Unambiguous target range/delay T0 0.01 second
Nyquist sampling requirement for T0; 2∗T0 0.02 second
Nyquist frequency sampling interval, Fs ( 12∗T0 ) = 50Hz
Oversampling grid interval for frequency samples 5 Hz
Total number of frequency samples required for BW under
Nyquist, N
(BWFs ) = 400
Number of selected samples, K 100 (25% of spectrum)
200 (50% of spectrum)
Before discussing the results obtained from the above parameter values, note that the intent of the
finer sampling grid size (5 Hz instead of 50 Hz) is meant to introduce more degrees of freedom for
the MFI allocation algorithm in placing the locations of the K number of spectral lines such that
the nonuniformity in the frequency spacing of these K locations need not to be constrained to be a
mulitple of the Nyquist frequency sampling interval.
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Figure 3.1: Frequency sample locations for MFI generated array for K = 100 (25% of total
bandwidth)
As a start, the plot for the frequency sample locations for K = 100 samples (25% utilization
of total bandwidth that is denoted as the first scenario) obtained using the MFI based algorithm
is shown in Fig.3.1 above. By examining this figure, the first observation is that the minimum
frequency spacing between the samples generated using the MFI based algorithm is equal to 80 Hz
which is lower than 100 Hz corresponding to the target unambiguous range delay T0. Also, there
is no fixed periodicity present in the frequency spacing between these 100 frequency samples.
Next, the second observation made is that there are various gaps in the array that are much
larger than the Nyquist interval. By examining these gaps closely, it is determined that there are
at least 8 such spectrum gaps have sizes that are at least 2.5% of the total spectrum width and
the two largest gaps having widths of 13.82% and 9.5% respectively. Also, a computation of
the aggregation of these 8 spectrum gaps results in an aggregated value of 46.85%. Now, the
presence of these gaps with unequal width seems to indicate that the Sparse Spectral Allocation
algorithm determines that the irregular spacing between the samples will produce the least possible
estimation error variances during the estimation of γ when using the 100 frequency measurement
samples as compared to uniformly spacing out these frequency samples. This also means that from
the perspective of measurement redundancies, it is determined by the algorithm that the irregular
spacing between samples will produce an array with the low redundancies in its coarray. Note
that from the viewpoint of spectrum sharing, the presence of significant spectrum gaps within the
span of the full original spectrum will indicate that these spectrum gaps can be reallocated to other
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operating systems such as a communication system etc.
By examining the plot of the coarray from the MFI array with that of the uniformly spaced
array in Fig.3.2 as shown belows, the deduction based on the second observation is validated.
From this plot, we can see that the MFI generated array does generate a coarray with much lower
redundancies that resembles a low redundancy linear array (LRLA) as compared to the uniformly-
spaced frequency array that contains high redundancy values.
Figure 3.2: Coarrays from MFI generated array and Uniformly-spaced frequency array for K =
100
In order to examine the estimation error variances that arise when using this array, the Matched
Filter operation is applied to compute the estimation errors that will arise when estimating one
target located at start of the unambiguous target range, i.e. at zero delay. The resulting plot
obtained is analogous to the beam pattern obtained when using the Delay-Sum beamformer as the
weight vector in array beamforming operation.
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Figure 3.3: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for K = 100
From examining Fig.3.3, the first observation is that PSL value obtained from the MFI gener-
ated frequency array has a value of -9.919 dB when compared to a value of -13.50 dB when using
the uniformly-spaced frequency array. This means that if there is a target with non-zero γ value lo-
cated at the range corresponding to ±0.000125 second delay in the range profile, it will contribute
maximum error to the estimation of the γ value located at 0.00 second delay. The second observa-
tion made is that although the side-lobe performance of the uniformly-spaced frequency array are
much better than that of the MFI generated frequency array for the same value of K = 100, grating
lobes appeared within the span of the unambiguous range T0 due to the frequency spacing greater
than 100 Hz corresponding to T0.
Having observed the superior performance of the MFI generated frequency array to that of the
uniform-spaced frequency array for K = 100, we also compare this sparse frequency array to that of
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an frequency array of the same size whose K locations are randomly generated by using a random
permutation of all possible frequency locations. Next, we plot the result of the ISL of the MFI
generated array versus that of the histogram results obtained from 10000 trials of randomly-spaced
frequency array.
Figure 3.4: ISL value from MFI generated array and randomly-spaced frequency array using K =
100 and 10000 trials
From Fig.3.4 above, the computation of the normalized ISL from the randomly-spaced frequency
array has a standard deviation of 0.5299 dB. Compared to the normalized ISL result from the MFI
generated array whose value is -4.636 dB, this shows that the result from the Sparse Spectrum
Allocation algorithm (MFI based) is 8.7492 standard deviations away from the average value of
the randomly-spaced array. Thus, it can be seen that it is virtually impossible to generate the result
obtained using the MFI based algorithm via random permutation.
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Next, to investigate whether we can replicate these results using a higher spectrum usage, the
second scenario in which the spectrum usage has been doubled to 50%, i.e. K is now equal to 200
measurements, was considered. The steps of the SSA algorithm as described previously are then
repeated based on this new spectrum usage to generate a new set of results. The new results based
on the parameter K = 200 are shown in Fig. 3.5 - 3.7 respectively.
Figure 3.5: Frequency sample locations for MFI generated array for K = 200 (50% of total
bandwidth)
Figure 3.6: Coarrays from MFI generated array and Uniformly-spaced frequency array for K =
200
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Figure 3.7: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for K = 200
By examining Fig.3.5, the first observation is that the minimum frequency spacing between the
samples generated using the MFI based algorithm is equal to 75 Hz which is still lower than 100
Hz corresponding to the target unambiguous range delay T0. Again, there is no fixed periodicity
present in the frequency spacing between these 200 frequency samples.
Next, the second observation made is that the number of significant spectrum gaps in the fre-
quency sampling array corresponding to 50% of spectrum usage are much lesser than that of the
case where the spectrum usage is equal to 25%. By examining these gaps closely, it is determined
that there are only 2 such spectrum gaps have sizes that are at least 2.50% of the total spectrum
and the widths are 5.90% and 3.67% respectively. In this case, instead of placing the frequency
samples at locations that will result in generating significant spectrum gaps as hoped, these larger
gaps are instead redistributed into many small spectrum gaps that are unnoticable from the plot
when the plot is not zoomed in.
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By comparing the results as shown in Fig.3.6 with that from Fig.3.2, it can be observed that
the MFI generated array still generate a coarray with low redundancies that resembles a LRLA
even when the number of frequency measurements have doubled to 200. Likewise from Fig.3.7,
an improvement is observed in the peak side-lobe performance from a value of -9.92 dB when K
= 100 to a value of -13.98 dB when K = 200. Also, these results have been reported in [96].
Now, as in the case of the frequency sampling array obtained by SSA algorithm for K = 100,
a comparison is also made of the sparse frequency array corresponding to K = 200 to that of an
array whose K locations are randomly generated as before. The plot of the ISL result from the MFI
generated array versus that of the histogram results obtained from 10000 trials of randomly-spaced
array is as shown in Fig.3.8
Figure 3.8: ISL value from MFI generated array and randomly-spaced frequency array using K =
200 and 10000 trials
From Fig.3.8 shown above, the computation of the normalized ISL from the randomly-spaced
frequency array has a standard deviation of 0.2610 dB. Compared to the normalized ISL result
from the MFI generated array whose value is -3.468 dB, this shows that the result from the Sparse
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Spectrum Allocation algorithm (MFI based) is 13.2876 standard deviations away from the average
value of the randomly-spaced array. Thus, it can be seen that it is still virtually impossible to
generate the result obtained using the MFI based algorithm via random permutation even when the
spectrum usage has been doubled from 25% to 50%.
After examining the results shown in the previous plots, it can be seen that for the case when
25% of the total original spectrum has been allocated to the radar application based on the SSA
algorithm, the resulting PSL performance that is obtained is aorund -9.919 dB. Thus, this prompts
the question on whether it is possible to achieve a lower PSL value if the SSA algorithm is to in-
corporate the PSL value as a second optimization metric besides the using the MFI metric. In order
to answer this question, the SSA algorithm is modified to incorporate this change by having the
algorithm to switch its optimization metric between MFI and PSL values during the optimization
process for a few iterations but eventually settles at the MFI metric until convergence is obtained.
At the same time, this switching of the optimization metric may help to prevent the SSA algorithm
from getting stuck at local minima points during optimization process due to the fact that the SSA
algorithm uses a greedy-search based approach. However, this also means that the computational
time required for the algorithm to converge will be extended due to the switching between two
optimization metrics.
3.2.2 Construction of Sparse Frequency Array model based on Single Fre-
quency location insertion with mixed MFI/PSL metrics - second adap-
tation
In this subsection, the modified SSA algorithm with the mixed optimization metric is applied to
the first scenario of 25% usage of spectrum. Likewise, this modified algorithm is also applied to
the second scenario of 50% of spectrum usage to investigate on whether further improvement to
the PSL results obtained earlier for this second scenario can be achiveved as well. The new results
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for both scenarios generated by the SSA algorithm with mixed optimization metrices are as shown
in Fig. 3.9 - 3.11 and Fig. 3.13 - 3.15 respectively.
Figure 3.9: Frequency sample locations for Sparse generated array for K = 100 using Mixed
MFI/PSL metrics
Figure 3.10: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics and Uniformly-spaced frequency array for K =
100
From the results obtained for the spectrum usage of 25%, ,as a start, it is observed from Fig.3.9
that the various spectrum gaps of significant sizes as shown in Fig.3.1 have been merged into a
single huge spectrum gap as well as a second significant gap while the appearance of the coarray
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Figure 3.11: Matched Filter Response from using Mixed metrics for K = 100
as shown in Fig.3.10 still resembles that of a LRLA.
From Fig.3.11 as shown above, it can be seen that for the same scenario, the modified SSA
algorithm incorporating the usage of PSL metric does produces an autocorrelation plot that has
possesses a PSL value with a lower value (-14.3 dB) shown in Fig.3.11 as compared to the results
(-9.919 dB) obtained from the initial SSA algorithm as shown in Fig.3.3. However, upon closer
examination, this improvement of the PSL performance comes at the cost of widening the 3-dB
mainlobe by twice its previous amount such that the 3-dB range resolution is now degraded as
shown in Fig.3.12. Thus, this new modification does not result in joint improvements of both
spectrum usage and PSL value as it only frees up slightly more proportion (aggregated value of
54.025% as combined to 46.85% for gaps of at least 2.5% in spectrum width) of the original
spectrum for reallocation at the expense of degrading the 3-dB range resolution by a factor of two.
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Figure 3.12: Zoom-in of Fig.3.11
Next, the results obtained from applying the modified SSA algorithm using mixed metrics (MFI
and PSL) to the second scenario are then shown on the plots showm in Fig. 3.13 - 3.15 below and
the subsequent page. An analysis of these results obtained as compared to that of using the original
SSA algorithm is also provided as well.
Figure 3.13: Frequency sample locations for Sparse generated array for K = 200 using Mixed
metrics
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Figure 3.14: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics and Uniformly-spaced frequency array for K =
200
Now, by comparing the results of the PSL value between Fig.3.15 shown on the next page
and Fig.3.7 as shown previously for the 50% spectrum usage scenario, it is observed that there
is no improvement of the PSL when using the modified SSA algorithm. In fact, there is a slight
degradation in both the PSL value (from -13.98 dB to -13.60 dB) as well as the aggregated spectrum
size of those generated gaps with sizes greater than 2.50% (from 9.575% to 8.075%) when using
the modified SSA algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the first approach of using
single frequency location insertion for the SSA algorithm, the modification of the SSA algorithm
to utilize mixed metrices may not be feasible as no overall improvement is noted when using this
modification.
At this stage, based on the results obtained using the MFI-based sparse spectrum allocation,
it has been shown that it is possible to release spectral contents from the radar application while
maintaining the radar range resolution. However, there is a cost/tradeoff to this release of spectrum
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Figure 3.15: Matched Filter Response from using Mixed metrics for K = 200
and it comes in the form of degraded ISL and PSL performance when compared to using the full
contiguous spectrum band.
Next, besides examining the PSL performance between the two example scenarios of 25% and
50% of spectrum allocation/usage, the amount of spectrum contents that have been released from
these two scenarios are also examined. As a start, the first scenario of K = 100 coresponding to
25% of spectrum usage by the radar application will be examined. As mentioned previously, by
aggregating the eight unallocated spectrum gaps greater than 2.50% of the total spectrum shown in
Fig.3.1, it is found that an amount of 46.85% from the total spectrum can be reassigned for another
application. If one is to include smaller spectrum gaps into the aggregation as well, this amount
can goes higher as the theoretical amount of unused spectrum is 75%.
Following that, the spectrum allocation performance for the second scenario of K = 200 is then
examined. From the result obtained by aggregating the two unallocated spectrum gaps greater
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than 2.50% of the total spectrum as shown in Fig.3.5, this value is a much smaller amount of
9.575% due to the fact that there are many spectrum gaps with sizes of 1.00% or smaller w.r.t. the
total spectrum being generated in this second scenario. Thus, the results obtained from the SSA
algorithm for the second scenario is less attractive when utilized in a spectrum sharing mode of
operation as compared to the first scenario.
Therefore, in order to increase the proportion of spectrum gaps to be made available to other
applications for the second scenario as well as further improving the current results for the first sce-
nario, it is proposed that the solution may be achieved by using the second approach of subgrouping
these K frequency locations into P smaller groups/blocks of frequencies with each frequency loca-
tion within a block being spaced apart at the Nyquist sampling interval. The SSA algorithm will
then determine the starting location of each of these frequency blocks one block at a time during
the optimization process instead of a single frequency sample as in the first approach. The rationale
that this approach will generate a larger proportion of spectrum gaps is based on the fact that all the
previous non-useful small spectrum gaps (slightly greater than Nyquist sampling interval) gener-
ated between adjacent frequency samples will no longer be formed by using the second approach
of block insertion.
In the next subsection, we will explore these two example scenarios again by using the results
obtained from the second approach to SSA algorithm design while still based on the Sparse Array
Perspective.
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3.2.3 Construction of Sparse Frequency Array model based on insertion of
Frequency Block samples - third adaptation
In the previous subsection, due to the K degrees of freedom that are available when inserting K
number of frequency samples into N possible frequency locations via the single frequency location
insertion approach, it has resulted in a sparse spectrum allocation that may not always be condu-
sive for spectrum sharing with other systems due to the generation of many small spectrum gaps
instead of fewer larger gaps within the total available spectrum. In addition, when considering each
single frequency sample as a narrowband coherent transmitter for a physical implementation, this
approach will necessiate many transmitters and accompanying RF modules that will be undesirable
for a system design point of view.
However, if these K frequency samples are to be grouped into P small blocks of frequency
samples with the frequency interval between adjcent samples within each block maintained at
Nyquist sampling interval, then it is perceived that it will be less likely for the optimization results
to contain many smaller unusable spectrum gaps. The reason is because these K frequency samples
are now more tightly coupled together in groups as compared to the previous case where the only
requirement is that the frequency interval between samples has to be less than or equal to 100
Hz corresponding to target unambiguous range delay T0. In addition, by adopting this approach,
there are further benefits to be obtained besides the generation of larger spectrum gaps. For a
start, as the number of frequency locations to be determined during the optimization process of
the SSA algorithm have been reduced from K to the value of (K÷P), this will definitely reduce
the computational time of the optimization process as there are less frequency locations to be
determined in each iteration. Secondly, from a physical implementation standpoint, there are also
now less hardware enough as the system now only requires to have P coherent transmitters as
compared to the original K number of transmitters.
Now, with all the potential benefits from the second approach of implementing the SSA algo-
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rithm via frequency block insertion (denoted as third adaptation), it give rise to the question of
the tradeoff in this approach as compared to the first approach of single frequency sample location
insertion. From an optimization point of view, as the Degrees of Freedom (DOF) for searching for
the optimal solution has been reduced from K in the first approach to P in the second approach,
thus the outcome to be expected is further degradation of both PSL and ISL performance in the fi-
nal sparse frequency array generated using the second approach as compared to the prior approach.
This observation will be verified from the simulation results that are obtained for the two example
scenarios of 25% and 50% of spectrum usage.
Before proceeding to discussing the simulation results that are generated based on the second
approach, there is an important issue that have to be addressed before the simulations can be
performed. This issue is the size of each P block of frequency samples to be designed for the
block frequency sample insertion process. Based on a usage of 25% of the available spectrum,
one can design each oth block to have a size of 1.00% of the spectrum such that there are a total
of 25 optimal starting frequency locations to be allocated for these 25 frequency blocks during
each iteration of the optimization process. Alternatively, one can design the spectrum width of
each oth block to have a size of 5.00% such that there are only 5 blocks of frequency samples to be
considered in each iteration. By basing on inituition, it can be inferred that as the size of each block
gets bigger, there will be lesser DOF available in the optimization process and thus the PSL and
ISL performance will be further degraded. Similarly, when the size of each block is as small as a
single frequency sample, the results obtained from the second approach of block frequency sample
insertion will converge exactly to that of the first approach of using single frequency location
insertion.
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As a start, the plots of the frequency sample locations and coarrays for K = 100 samples (25%
utilization of total bandwidth) obtained using the second approach of the SSA algorithm with a
block size of 0.50%, i.e. 2 frequency samples per block is shown in Fig. 3.16 - 3.18. This also
means that there are a total of 50 frequency blocks to be inserted corresponding to the spectrum
usage of 25%.
Figure 3.16: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 0.50% (first scenario)
Figure 3.17: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 0.50%
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Figure 3.18: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 0.50%
By examining both Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.18, the first observation is that both the PSL performance
as well as the spectrum gap that is generated using this approach have improved greatly as com-
pared to using the first approach or equivalently, using a blocksize with just 1 frequency sample.
Also, it is interesting to observe that the block-based insertion SSA algorithm has placed only one
frequency block at the upper end of the spectrum whereas the remaining 49 frequency blocks are
placed at the other end of the spectrum. However, as in the case obtained with using the SSA
algorithm with mixed metric implementation denoted as the second adaptation, this comes at the
cost of widening the mainlobe resolution by 3.75 times or in terms of 3-dB range resolution, it
is degraded by a factor of 3.75 as observed in Fig. 3.19 on the following page. Furthermore, by
observing the coarray generated using this 0.50% blocksize, it seems that the optimization process
is stuck in some local minima and thus the appearance of the coarray borne some resemblance to
that of an uniformly-spaced frequency array (USFA) rather than a LRLA. At this point, no con-
clusion is drawn between any correlation of the frequency block size to the likelihood of the SSA
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algorithm being stuck in local minima during optimization until more combination of results are
presented.
Figure 3.19: Zoom-in of Fig. 3.18
Next, the simulations are then performed with each frequency block varying with size percent-
age of [1.00, 1.25, 2.50 and 5.00] respectively. Based on the simulation results obtained from these
various sizes, it is observed that with the exception of using the block size of 1.25%, the MFI
based frequency arrays using the other blocksizes do not possess coarrays that resembles a LRLA
but rather to that of an USFA. To illustrate these observations, the plots of the frequency sample
locations and coarrays corresponding to both 1.00% and 2.50% sized frequency blocks are shown
in Fig. 3.20 - 3.23 as examples.
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Figure 3.20: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.00% (first scenario)
Figure 3.21: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.00%
Figure 3.22: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 2.50% (first scenario)
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Figure 3.23: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 2.50%
Following the plots for both 1.00% and 2.50% sized frequency blocks which shows strong resem-
blance to an USFA, the plots corresponding to the frequency block size of 1.25% are as shown in
Fig. 3.24 - 3.26. For this set of results, the coarray structure obtained from using this frequency
block size bears slightly more resemblance to a LRLA as compared to the other combinations.
Figure 3.24: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.25% (first scenario)
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Figure 3.25: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.25%
Figure 3.26: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 1.25%
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By examinining the plots generated using the second approach of the SSA algorithm via fre-
quency block insertion for the first example scenario, one deduction that can be made is that the
greedy-search based optimization process may be stuck in some local minima for this approach
when only the MFI measure is used as the metric of optimization for this greedy-based search al-
gorithm. Also, this deduction is based on the facts that the coarrays obtained from these optimized
sparse frequency arrays bear strong resemblances to a USFA. If it is indeed true that the algorithm
is stuck in local minima, then it will not have achieved the best possible results in terms of sidelobe
and spectrum reallocation performance.
However, for the case when the frequency blocksize is set to 1.25% of the total spectrum,
the corresponding coarray bears lesser resemblance to an USFA and more of a LRLA. Next, by
further examining Fig. 3.24 corresponding to this blocksize whose coarray exhibits a more LRLA
structure, it can be seen that the grouping of frequency samples does help to further increase the
amount of spectrum content to be allocated for other systems (around 74.0% for gaps of at least
2.50% in spectrum width) as compared to using the single frequency location insertion (around
46.85%) in the first approach. Also, this improvement is achieved with only a degradation factor
of 1.20 for the 3-dB range resolution. However, the main tradeoff for this choice of blocksize
comes at the expense of a worsening PSL value from a previous value of -9.919 dB for the first
approach to a current value of -4.366 dB for this approach.
Thus, as mentioned above, in order to avoid getting stuck at the local minima during optimiza-
tion, it may be necessary to implement the SSA algorithm with frequency block insertion using the
mixture of MFI/PSL metrices as was introduced in the previous section. However, before showing
the results of this hypothesis in the next subsection, simulations for varying frequency blocksizes
of [0.50, 1.00, 1.25, 2.50, 5.00] percentage are repeated for the second scenario of 50% spectrum
usage using just the MFI metric. Again, the results obtained by using a frequency blocksize of
0.50% (100 such blocks for 50% spectrum usage) are first shown in Fig. 3.27 - 3.29 for discus-
sion. Subsequently, the results obtained by using the other frequency blocksizes will be shown for
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comparison with the results obtained from the first scenario.
Figure 3.27: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 0.50% (second scenario)
Figure 3.28: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 0.50%
Figure 3.29: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 0.50%
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By comparing the plots shown in Fig. 3.27 - 3.29. with that from Fig. 3.16 - 3.18, it can
be seen that the same trend is observed in the second scenario for the case of using a frequency
blocksize of 0.50%. As the SSA algorithm has again place only a single frequency block at the
upper end of the spectrum, thus this results in a degradation of the range resolution by a factor
of 1.75 as shown in Fig. 3.30 below and the structure of the coarray also bears close similarity
to that from an uniformly-spaced frequency array (USFA). Also, the results obtained for using a
frequency blocksize of 0.50% again indicates that the optimization process may be stuck at a local
minima as is the case of the previous scenario.
Figure 3.30: Zoom-in of Fig. 3.29
Next, the simulation results obtained from the other blocksizes are shown in the following plots.
Interestingly, the resulting frequency arrays obtained from block sizes of 1.00% and 1.25% bear
strong similarity to that of a LRLA unlike the case for the first scenario. However, for the larger
frequency blocksizes, the corresponding frequency arrays again borne stronger resemblances to
that of an USFA. To illustrate this point, the plots of the frequency sample locations and coarrays
corresponding to both 1.00%, 1.25% and 2.50% sized frequency blocks are as shown in Fig. 3.31
- 3.36.
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Figure 3.31: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.00% (second scenario)
Figure 3.32: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.00%
Figure 3.33: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.25% (second scenario)
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Figure 3.34: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.25%
By examining Fig. 3.31 and Fig. 3.33 corresponding to the frequency blocksizes of 1.00%
and 1.25%, the first observation is that there are now many more significant spectrum gaps present
in the MFI based frequency arrays generated by the SSA algorithm using frequency block-based
insertion as compared to when using single frequency sample-based insertion. In fact, by perform-
ing an aggregation fo those spectrum gaps using the criteria that each gap size should be larger
than 2.50% of the total spectrum, the values obtained are 40.675 % and 41.875% of the total spec-
trum for frequency blocksize of 1.00% and 1.25%. These results for the second example scenario
indicate a huge improvement from that previously obtained by using single frequency location
insertion where the best possible aggregated value of unallocated spectrum gaps using the same
criteria amounts to only 9.575%. The second observation made is that both coarrays corresponding
to the two frequency block sizes bear more resemblances to a LRLA rather than that of an USFA.
This resemblance to a LRLA may explain the reasons behind the huge improvements obtained as
this is an indication that the optimization process is not stuck in some local minima as was in the
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case of the first scenario. Nevertheless, these improvments come with worsening PSL performance
with the PSL values being -8.89 dB and -11.39 dB for 1.00% and 1.25% frequency blocksizes as
shown in Fig. 3.37 - 3.38 as compared to the value of -13.98 dB when using single sample-based
insertion approach. Most important of all, the 3-dB range resolution is maintained when using
these two frequency block sizes compared to when using the full spectrum.
Next, by examining Fig. 3.35 - 3.36 below and on the next page corresponding to a frequency
blocksize of 2.50%, it can be observed that the appearance of both the frequency array and its
coarray falls in-between a LRLA and an USFA structure. Also, for this MFI generated frequency
array, the aggregated amount of spectrum content that can be reallocated is still a useful value of
48.75% of the total spectrum at the expense of a degradation factor of 1.20 for the 3-dB range
resolution as well as a worsening PSL value of -6.29 dB as shown in Fig. 3.39.
Figure 3.35: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 2.50% (second scenario)
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Figure 3.36: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 2.50%
Figure 3.37: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 1.00%
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Figure 3.38: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 1.25%
Figure 3.39: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array for blocksize of 2.50%
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As mentioned previously based on the general observation of the results obtained from the first
scenario, a hypothesis was formed which states that it may be necessary to implement the SSA
algorithm with frequency block insertion using mixed MFI/PSL metrices in order to avoid the
algorithm from getting stuck at the local minima during optimization. The only exception to the
trend is the case of using the frequency blocksize of 1.25% where the corresponding coarray of the
optimized sparse frequency array borne some resemblances to a LRLA.
Now, for the second scenario, the co-array results obtained from using frequency blocksizes of
0.50%, 2.50% and 5.00% etc. again appear to resemble more closely to an USFA as well and thus
provides more support to this hypothesis. The exception of this trend comes from using frequency
blocksizes of 1.00% and 1.25% in which the appearance of both MFI generated frequency arrays
and coarrays shows more resemblances to a LRLA instead. Based on the results from these two
scenarios, the modified SSA algorithm with mixed MFI/PSL metrices which was implemented
in the previous subsection for single frequency sample-based insertion is applied to these two
scenarios when using frequency block-based insertion along with the same frequency blocksizes
of [0.50, 1.00, 1.25, 2.50, 5.00] percent accordlingly. The results obtained from the modified SSA
algorithm will be shown and discussed in the next subsection starting from the first scenario.
3.2.4 Construction of Sparse Frequency Array model based on insertion of
Frequency Block samples with mixed MFI/PSL metrics - fourth adap-
tation
In this subsection, the frequency-block based SSA algorithm with the mixed optimization metric
is applied to both scenarios of 25% and 50% usage of spectrum. The objective in this subsection is
to demonstrate on the validity of the hypothesis which states that it is necessary to implement the
frequency-block based SSA algorithm with mixed MFI/PSL metrics in order to avoid from getting
stuck at the local minima during optimization. This is essential as by avoiding getting stuck in
a local minima, the results obtained may exhibit better sidelobe performance as well as more
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reusable spectrum for reallocation. As a start, the results for the first scenario generated by this
SSA algorithm adaptation using frequency blocksizes of percentage [0.50, 1.00, 1.25, 2.50, 5.00]
are shown starting with the usage of the blocksize of 0.50%. Also, following the results obtained
from the first scenario, the results obtained from the second scenario will be shown accordingly.
Figure 3.40: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 0.50% using Mixed metrics (first
scenario)
Figure 3.41: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 0.50%
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Figure 3.42: Matched Filter Response from using Mixed metrics for blocksize of 0.50%
By comparing Fig. 3.40 - 3.42 generated using the mixed MFI/PSL metric to that of Fig. 3.16 -
3.18 generated using just the MFI metric, it is seen that the newer results obtained using the mixed
metric do bear more resemblance to a LRLA unlike the previous results of using just the MFI
metric. Also, the aggregated value of the significant-sized spectrum gaps for reallocation in this
new sparse-frequency array is only slightly worst off at a value of 70.60% compared to the previous
value of 71.58%. Furthermore, closer examination of the matched filter response obtained with the
new frequency array as shown in Fig. 3.43 reveals that it still retains the same 3-dB range resolution
degradation of 3 times as before when both are compared to using full contiguous spectrum. In
addition, by further examining the Matched Filter response, it is seen that there is a shoulder-lobe
artefact generated around the mainlobe which causes the PSL value to be mistakenly declared as
-1.903 dB due to this shoulder-lobe.
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Figure 3.43: Zoom-in of Fig. 3.42
Next, the results of both sparse frequency arrays and their corresponding coarrays obtained
from using blocksizes of [1.00, 1.25, 2.50, 5.00] are shown in Fig. 3.44 - 3.51, followed by some
of their matched filter responses as shown in Fig. 3.52 - 3.53. From these results obtained as
compared to that from Fig. 3.16 - 3.25, the mixed metric implementation does results in sparse fre-
quency arrays showing more resemblances to a LRLA. Thus, these results support the hypothesis
made with respect to using mixed metric for block-based implementation of the SSA algorithm.
Besides the task of validating the hypothesis on using mixed metric implementation to prevent
the optimization process from being stuck in local minimas, the next step is to determine whether
there is any performance improvement in terms of spectrum content for reallocation as well as
sidelobe levels. By examining the plots of frequency sample locations obtained from using both
implementations, the results indicate that both generate around 70% of reusable spectrum for real-
location. However, by examining the corresponding matched filter responses, it is found that the
sidelobe performance (both PSL and ISL) obtained from mixed metric implementation are worst
off in general than that from solely MFI-based implementation. One main reason for this degrada-
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tion is due to the presence of high shoulder-lobe artefacts that can be seen in Fig. 3.43 and 3.53. At
the same time, the presence of these artefacts may provide a false impression that the 3-dB range
resolution is preserved but in reality they exhibit 3-dB range resolution degradation in excess by a
factor of 3.75 as seen previously when only the MFI metric is used.
Figure 3.44: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.00% using Mixed metrics (first
scenario)
Figure 3.45: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.00%
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Figure 3.46: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.25% using Mixed metrics (first
scenario)
Figure 3.47: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.25%
Figure 3.48: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 2.50% using Mixed metrics (first
scenario)
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Figure 3.49: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 2.50%
Figure 3.50: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 5.00% using Mixed metric (first
scenario)
Figure 3.51: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 5.00%
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Figure 3.52: Zoom-in of Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics for blocksize of 1.25%
Figure 3.53: Zoom-in of Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics for blocksize of 2.50%
After examining the results for the first scenario, the results obtained from the second scenario
starting with the frequency blocksize of 0.50% are shown in Fig. 3.54 - 3.56 and followed by that
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from the other frequency blocksizes as shown in Fig. 3.57 - 3.64.
Figure 3.54: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 0.50% using Mixed metrics (second
scenario)
Figure 3.55: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 0.50%
Figure 3.56: Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics for blocksize of 0.50%
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By comparing Fig. 3.54 - 3.56 generated using the mixed MFI/PSL metrics implementation to
that of Fig. 3.27 - 3.29 generated using just the MFI metric for the 0.50% frequency block size,
it is seen that the newer results obtained using this implementation is now more closer to a LRLA
compared to the previous results of using solely the MFI metric. Also, for this more LRLA-like
frequency array, the aggregated value of all significant-sized spectrum gaps produces a value of
41.58% of reallocatable spectrum as compared to 42.83% previously in Fig. 3.27. Furthermore,
a zoom-in examination of the matched filter response obtained with the new result reveals that
it is able to remove the 3-dB range resolution degradation from a previous factor of 2.00 to no
degradation when both cases are compared to using the full contiguous spectrum.
Figure 3.57: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.00% using Mixed metrics (second
scenario)
Figure 3.58: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.00%
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Figure 3.59: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 1.25% using Mixed metrics (second
scenario)
Figure 3.60: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array for
blocksize of 1.25%
Figure 3.61: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 2.50% using Mixed metrics (second
scenario)
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Figure 3.62: Coarrays from MFI generated array using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced
frequency array for blocksize of 2.50%
Figure 3.63: Frequency sample locations for blocksize of 5.00% using Mixed metrics (second
scenario)
Figure 3.64: Coarrays from MFI generated array using Mixed metric versus Uniformly-spaced
frequency array for blocksize of 5.00%
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From all the results obtained for the second scenario as shown from Fig. 3.54 - 3.64, for
some block sizes like 0.50% and 5.00%, the mixed metric implementation does results in sparse
frequency arrays whose coarrays bear more resemblance to a LRLA compared to when they are
generated using just MFI metric solely. In fact, for the case of 0.50% block size, the mixed metric
implementation produces an sparse frequency array that not only maintains the 3-dB range resolu-
tion with a PSL value of -9.541 dB (compared to range resolution degradation factor of 2.00 when
solely using MFI metric) but still provides a significant amount of 41.58% of spectrum content for
reallocation.
However, for the sparse frequency array generated using other block sizes of 1.00%, 1.25%
and 2.50%, there are no significant changes in their coarray structures. Furthermore, for these
cases, they now possess 3-dB range resolution degradations of 1.60, 1.33 and 1.67 respectively
as compared to zero or minimum range resolution degradation previously when using the MFI
metric solely. Thus, from the results obtained from the second scenario when using the frequency
block-based insertion approach, it will seem feasible to only use the mixed metric implementation
in those instances when the coarray results obtained from using solely MFI metric implementation
appears to resemble an USFA structure.
3.2.5 Review of Sparse Spectrum Allocation results from all adaptations
based on the Sparse Array Design Perspective
At this stage, we will review the results that have been provided from the Sparse Spectrum Allo-
cation (SSA) algorithm when the algorithm design is approached from the perspective of Sparse
Array. As a start, the two example scenarios that are examined under this perspective are as fol-
lows:
• The first scenario in which the radar system utilises only 25% of the available spectrum
content while releasing the remaining 75% portion of the spectrum for reallocation to other
user systems
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• The second scenario in which the radar system utilises only 50% of the available spectrum
content while the remaining 50% portion are released for reallocation to other user systems
Next, using the two above scenarios, four adaptations of the SSA algorithm were investigated
for their performance in terms of preservation of 3-dB range resolution, sidelobe performance and
amount of feasible unused spectrum available for reallocation. These four adaptations are namely:
• Single-frequency sample based insertion approach and using the MFI value as the metric for
optimization process
• Single-frequency sample based insertion approach and using both MFI and PSL values as
the metrics for optimization process
• Block-frequency samples based insertion approach and using the MFI value as the metric
for optimization process. Also, various block sizes are evalulated for this approach
• Block-frequency samples based insertion approach and using both MFI and PSL values as
the metrics for optimization process along with using various block sizes for the investigation
Based on the results obtained of the first adaptation for both scenarios, it has been shown that it
is possible to systematically design such a sparse frequency array that can maintain the 3-dB range
resolution. Hence, the first objective of the dissertation has been achieved using this adapation.
However, with these results, the tradeoff includes a significantly degraded sidelobe performance
when compared to using the full spectrum. For instance, when using the full spectrum, the Matched
filter response will produce a resulting PSL value of -13.50 dB and ISL value of -7.25 dB. However,
for the first scenario, the PSL value has been degraded to -9.919 dB and the ISL value by 12.47
dB. As for the second scenario, although there is no degradation observed for the PSL value, the
ISL value is still degraded by 4.32 dB compared to using the full spectrum. In spite of the sidelobe
performance degradation, for both scenarios, there are no grating lobes generated for both sparse
frequency arrays produced using this adaptation when compared to using an uniformly-spaced
frequency array.
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Also, for the first adaptation, due to the generation of many small spectrum gaps between
adjacent samples with gap widths slightly greater than the Nyquist sampling interval, the amount of
spectrum content that is deem feasible to be reusable is an amount of 46.85% for the first scenario
instead of the theoretical amount of 75.0%. As for the second scenario, the feasible amount drops
even lower to a value of 9.57% from the theoretical amount of 50.0%.
Next, to tackle the first issue of improving the sidelobe performance for both scenarios obtained
from using the first adapation, the second adaption for the SSA algorithm that uses both MFI
and PSL metrics was then implemented for testing both scenarios. Results obtained for the first
scenario reveals that although the PSL value has improved from -9.919 dB to -14.3 dB and the
amount of reusable spectrum content improves to 54.03% from 46.85%, this improvement comes
at the expense of the 3-dB range resolution being degraded by a factor of two. Similarly, results
obtained for the second scenario also do not show any improvement over the first adaptation in
sidelobe or reusable spectrum performance other than the ISL value improving from a degradation
of 4.32 dB down to 2.78 dB. Thus, based on the results obatined from both scenarios, it is seen
that when the single frequency sample-based insertion approach of the SSA algorithm is adopted,
the usage of the mixed metric implementation is unable to improve on the sidelobe performance
obtained when using solely MFI metric.
Going further, to tackle the second issue of the first adaptation with regards to increasing the
feasible reusable amount of spectrum for reallocation, the third adaptation of the SSA algorithm
on using both frequency block-based insertion approach and solely MFI metric was explored and
various block sizes of [0.50, 1.00, 1.25, 2.50, 5.00] percent of the total spectrum were tested on
both scenarios.
From the results obtained from the first scenario, a trend was observed from the corresponding
coarray structure of all the sparse frequency arrays generated using these various frequency block
sizes. This trend is that the coarray structures bear more resemblance to an uniformly spaced
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frequency array (USFA) rather to that of a low redundunacy linear frequency array (LRLA). Based
on this resemblance, thus a hypothesis is formed in that this adaptation of the SSA algorithm is
stuck at local minimas during the optimization process. As such, the results obtained from using
the various frequency block sizes are sub-optimal in terms of preserving the 3-dB range resolution
as almost all combinations of block sizes will result in 3-dB range degradation in excess of a factor
of 3.75 although more than 70% of the full spectrum can be reused for reallocation. The seeming
exception to this trend is that of using the frequency block size of 1.25% of which the 3-dB range
resolution is only degraded by a factor of 1.20 while allowing for an amount of around 75.00% of
spectrum to be reallocated. However, in this case, the PSL value has a very high value of -4.386
dB. Nevertheless, for all the results obtained when using the third adaptation for the first scenario,
one very important point to take note is that there are still no grating lobes generated at all in any of
the sparse frequency arrays produced using this adaptation although their coarray structures may
resemble an USFA.
Next, the results obtained from the second scenario using the third adapation are then exam-
ined. Again, for the smallest and largest frequency block sizes used, the trend of their coarray
structures bearing more resemblance to an USFA is observed and thus lends more support to the
hypothesis mentioned above. As such, the results obtained from using these two frequency block
sizes produces 3-dB range degradation in excess of a factor of 1.75 although more than 42.80%
of the full spectrum can be reused for reallocation. However, for the other frequency block sizes
of 1.00% and 1.25%, the improvements obtained from using this adaptation are very substantial.
Besides the ability to preserve the 3-dB range resolution with no degradation, the resulting sparse
frequency arrays also allows for an amount of at least 40.00% of spectrum to be reallocated com-
pared to 9.57% when using the first adaptation. The only tradeoff is that the PSL value is being
degraded to values of -8.89 dB and -11.39 dB in the third adaptation as compared to -13.98 dB
when using the first adaptation. Finally, when using the frequency block size of 2.50%, the 3-dB
range resolution is also only degraded by a factor of 1.20 while allowing for an amount of around
48.00% of spectrum to be reallocated. However, for this case, the PSL value is again a very high
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value of -6.29 dB. Likewise, for the second scenario, there are again no grating lobes generated for
those sparse frequency arrays produced using the third adaptation although their coarray structures
may resemble an USFA.
Finally, to address the issues of coarray structures resembling that of an USFA as seen in
the third adaptation that may be due to the hypothesis mentioned above, the fourth adaptation of
the SSA algorithm on using both frequency block-based insertion approach and mixed MFI/PSL
metrics was explored using the same block sizes of the total spectrum as prior on both scenarios.
From the results obtained for the first scenario, the coarray structures generated from the sparse
frequency arrays do show more resemblances to a LRLA when compared to the third adaptation.
However, besides this difference in the coarray structures, there are no performance improvements
noted in either the sidelobe level or the amount of feasible unused spectrum for reallocation. Next,
in terms of coarray structures generated for the second scenario, it is also observed that those
coarray structures that previously resemble an USFA have been modified to resemble that of a
LRLA when using the fourth adaptation. Furthermore, improvements are also obtained for these
sparse frequency arrays who belong to this category. For instance, for the frequency block size of
0.50%, the new sparse frequency array generated is able to maintain the 3-dB range resolution with
no degradation at a PSL level of -9.541 dB and a feasible unsued amount of 41.58% of spectrum
for reallocation. This is another big improvement from the third adaptation in which the 3-dB
range resolution was degraded by a factor of 1.75 while allowing for more than 42.80% of the full
spectrum to be reused for reallocation.
To summarise, based on the results obtained from all four adaptations implemented for the
design of sparse frequency arrays, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to design a Sparse
Spectrum Allocation algorithm using a methodical approach with either the MFI metric or a mix-
ture of MFI/PSL metrics during the optimization process to achieve the following objectives:
• Maintaining the 3-dB radar range resolution while only using a portion of the total allocated
spectrum
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1. For the first scenario of 25.0% usage of the spectrum, the best result is obtained when
using the first adaptation in which the PSL value is -9.919 dB (compared to -13.50
dB for full spectrum usage). The second best result is obtained when using the third
adaptation for the frequency blocksize set to 1.25% in which the 3-dB range resolution
is slightly degraded by a factor of 1.20 with a PSL value of -4.366 dB
2. For the second scenario of 50.0% usage of the spectrum, the best result is obtained
when using the third adaptation in which the PSL value is -11.39 dB when using a
frequency block size of 1.25%. The second best result is obtained when using the
fourth adaptation for the frequency block size of 0.50% in which the PSL value is
-9.541 dB
• Providing a feasible amount of spectrum gaps for reallocation to other wireless users such as
communication systems
1. For the first scenario of 25.0% usage of the spectrum, the best result is obtained when
using the first adaptation in which the 46.85% of spectrum can be feasibly reallocated.
The second best result is obtained when using the third adaptation for the frequency
blocksize set to 1.25% in which 74.0% of spectrum can be feasibly reallocated
2. For the second scenario of 50.0% usage of the spectrum, the best result is obtained
when using the third adaptation in which 41.88% of the spectrum can be reallocated.
The second best result is obtained when using the fourth adaptation for the frequency
block size of 0.50% in which 41.58% of spectrum can be reallocated
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3.3 Implementation of SSA algorithm based on the Array Thin-
ning Design Perspective
In this section of Chapter 3, the second perspective of array thinning will be adopted for the design
of the SSA algorithm. Also, for simulating the target scenario, the same parameters as per Table
3.1 will be used in this section as well. At the same time, a description of the array thinning design
based SSA algorithm is provided in the next paragraph.
Initially, starting from an fully filled measurement array with N number of frequency samples,
the optimization process involved will remove one block of frequency samples or from the view-
point of gap block insertion, insert a gap whose width is equivalent to the amount of frequency
samples covered by a block. Also, the criteria to identify the starting location of each block to be
removed in order to thin the spectrum is by either using MFI metric or with the mixed MFI/PSL
metrics. Finally, the goal of the SSA algorithm will be to remove P frequency blocks correspond-
ing to K number of frequency samples where these K frequency samples represent the percentage
of spectrum to be thinned or removed.
Next, the rationale for not using the approach of single frequency sample-based location re-
moval is from the practical viewpoint of providing spectrum sharing between the radar and other
wireless systems. As there should be a minimum gap width to faciliate the reallocation of all us-
able spectrum gaps fulfilling this requirement to other systems, thus it is impractical to implement
the removal of single frequency-based gap location for the array thinning process as the gap width
provided from just one frequency sample location will be too small for practical usage. However,
when using the approach of using block-based frequency samples removal, there is now another
potential issue that may appeared. This issue is that the amount of retained spectrum content be-
tween two adjacent gaps can be as small as that occupied by a single frequency sample location.
Thus, the resulting thinned spectrum can consists of uneven blocks of remaining frequency samples
for the radar application with some of these remaining blocks being as small as a single frequency
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sample location.
Going further, for the array thinning design based SSA algorithm implementation, the amount
of spectrum content being considered for removal are namely, 40% and 15% or the values 160 and
60 frequency samples out of a total of 400 frequency samples (Nyquist sampling requirement).
This will mean that the radar system will retain either 60%, and 85% usage of the total available
spectrum accordingly and these usages are denoted as the third and fourth scenarios accordingly.
Also, as mentioned above, two adaptations of the SSA algorithm based on frequency gap-block
removal approach will be considered, namely either using solely the MFI metric or with the mixed
MFI/PSL metrics during the optimization process. In addition, for these two scenarios, the size
of the frequency blocks/gaps considered for removal/insertion are chosen as [2.50, 5.00] percent
of the total spectrum. Thus, for the third scenario on using 60% of the spectrum, the number of
frequency blocks to be removed are 16 and 8 accordingly. For the fourth scenario on using 85% of
the spectrum, the number of frequency blocks to be removed are 6 and 3 accordingly.
In the next subsection, the first adaptation of the removal of frequency blocks or insertion of gap
blocks will be examined starting with the third scenario of retaining 60% of the original spectrum
for the radar application and followed by the fourth scenario of retaining 85% of the spectrum
likewise.
3.3.1 Construction of Array Thinning model based on MFI metric - first
adaptation
As a start, the results obtained from the third scenario using a gap size of 2.50% are presented
in Fig. 3.65 - 3.67 below. This also means that there are a total of 16 frequency blocks that are
removed corresponding to the spectrum retention of 60%.
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Figure 3.65: Frequency sample locations
for gap size of 2.50% (third scenario)
Figure 3.66: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 2.50%
Figure 3.67: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array
for gap size of 2.50%
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From Fig. 3.65, the locations of the 16 gaps that were determined by the SSA algorithm to be
the most optimal locations for removing 40% of the spectrum for reallocation are observed. Note
that instead of evenly inserting the gap blocks across the spectrum as is the approach of an USFA,
the appearance from the final thinned frequency array bears some resemblance to an irregularly
spaced frequency array or a LRLA. Thus, this resulted in a interesting shape in its coarray structure.
Finally, when using a gap size of 2.50%, by examining Fig. 3.67, it is determined that the resulting
optimized array is able to maintain the 3-dB range resolution while exhibiting a degraded PSL
value of -7.468 dB as well as ISL value degradation of -9.288 dB.
Next, the results obtained from the third scenario when using a gap block size of 5.00% are
shown in the Fig. 3.68 - 3.70 below and in the following page. By examining these results, it
is observed that the same trend in terms of the appearance of the thinned frequency array and its
coarray is present as well when using this larger gap size. However, by examining Fig. 3.70, it is
determined that the resulting optimized array from using this gap size has result in a 3-dB range
resolution degradation of 1.13 compared to that of using the 2.50% gap size that does not suffer
from any range resolution degradation. Due to this range resolution degradation, the sidelobe
performances obtained from using the 5.00% gap block size exhibit a better PSL value of -13.875
dB along with lesser ISL value degradation of -6.695 dB.
Figure 3.68: Frequency sample locations for gap size of 5.00% (third scenario)
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Figure 3.69: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 5.00%
Figure 3.70: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array
for gap size of 5.00%
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After examining the results of the SSA algorithm on the third scenario when using the gap
block sizes of 2.50% and 5.00%, the results obtained from applying the SSA algorithm to the
fourth scenario of releasing 15% of the original spectrum are as shown in the following figures.
Also, for this scenario, when using a gap block size of 2.50%, 6 gaps will be inserted to the original
fully-filled frequency array when using the SSA algorithm. Similarly, when using a gap block size
of 5.00%, only 3 gaps will be inserted into the original frequency array.
Figure 3.71: Frequency sample locations for gap size of 2.50% (fourth scenario)
Figure 3.72: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 2.50%
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Figure 3.73: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array
for gap size of 2.50%
Figure 3.74: Frequency sample locations for gap size of 5.00% (fourth scenario)
Figure 3.75: Coarrays from MFI generated array versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 5.00%
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Figure 3.76: Matched Filter Response using MFI generated array
for gap size of 5.00%
From examining the results of the SSA algorithm as shown in Fig. 3.71 - 3.76 on the fourth
scenario when using gap block sizes of 2.50% and 5.00%, it is observed that these two larger
thinned frequency arrays also bear some similarity to a irregularly-spaced frequency array with
both a larger spectrum segment and a smaller spectrum segment being retained in the thinned
frequency array for the radar application. Moreover, for the case of using 2.50% gap block size,
the resulting PSL value is -20.42 dB and there is even an improvement in the ISL value of an
amount of 0.69 dB when compared to using the full contiguous spectrum. As for the case of using
5.00% gap block size, the resulting PSL value has -18.16 dB with a ISL value degradation of only
0.635 dB. However, these "encouraging" good sidelobe level performances comes about due to the
resulting 3-dB range resolution degradation by a factor of 1.32 when using the 2.50% gap block
and a factor of 1.33 when using the 5.00% gap block.
At this stage, it has been shown that it is possible to implement a SSA algorithm for generating a
sparse frequency array that is based on the second perspective of Array Thinning Design. By using
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this perspective, a clear advantage is that it will be possible to predesign the minimum size of the
gap to be inserted into the fully-filled frequency array without having to encounter the possibility
of small unusable gaps being generated as was observed from the results obtained when using the
first perspective of Sparse Array Design.
Next, as per the previous section in using the first perspective of Sparse Array Design, the first
adaptation is also modified to incorporate mixed MFI/PSL metrics during the optimization so as
to investigate on whether this new adaptation will produce better results in terms of sidelobe level
performance. The results obtained from applying this second adaptation to both third and fourth
scenarios will be presented for discussion in the following subsection.
3.3.2 Construction of Array Thinning model based on mixed MFI/PSL met-
rics - second adaptation
In this subsection, the gap block-insertion based SSA algorithm with the mixed MFI/PSL opti-
mization metric is applied to the third and fourth scenarios of 60% and 85% usage of spectrum by
using gap block sizes of 2.50% and 5.00%. Results obtained from the third scenario are presented
for discussions and followed by that from the fourth scenario.
Figure 3.77: Frequency sample locations for gap size of 2.50%
using Mixed metrics (third scenario)
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Figure 3.78: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 2.50%
Figure 3.79: Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics
for gap size of 2.50%
Figure 3.80: Frequency sample locations for gap size of 5.0% when using
Mixed MFI/PSL metrics (third scenario)
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Figure 3.81: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 5.00%
Figure 3.82: Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics for gap size of 5.00%
As a start, the results obtained by using the gap size of 2.50% for the third scenario are exam-
ined. By comparing both thinned frequency array and its corresponding coarray generated using
solely MFI metric as shown in Fig. 3.65 - 3.66 with the new results generated using mixed metrics
implementation as shown in Fig. 3.77 - 3.78, it is seen that the mixed metric implementation does
help to produce a thinned frequency array that shows more resemblance to a LRLA. At the same
time, by comparing both Fig. 3.67 and Fig. 3.79, it is observed that the Matched filter response
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obtained using mixed metrics approach also exhibits better sidelobe level performances. However,
upon closer examination of Fig. 3.79, it is determined that the improved performances in sidelobe
level comes about due to the 3-dB range resolution degradation by a factor of 1.33 as compared to
zero range resolution degradation when using solely MFI metric. Nevertheless, due to the uneven
distribution of the inserted gap blocks within the thinned frequency array generated when using
mixed metrics (Fig. 3.65), the two largest gaps generated have consolidated widths of 13.0% and
10.0% as compared to just constant gap width of 2.50% when using solely MFI metric-based im-
plementation. These larger gap sizes are definitely more useful for reallocation to another system
when both systems are coexisting in a Spectrum sharing mode.
Next, by examining the results as shown in Fig. 3.80 - 3.82 that are obtained when using the
gap size of 5.00% on the same scenario, it is seen that these results are much worst off when com-
pared to solely using the MFI metric-based implementation as shown in Fig. 3.68 - 3.70. Besides
suffering from 3-dB range resolution degradation by a factor of 1.40 as compared to the previous
smaller value of 1.13, this deterioration is also accompanied by both poorer PSL and ISL values.
The only improvement obtained from the results by using the mixed metrics-based implementation
is that the average gap size that are generated in the new thinned frequency array are now about
10.0% as compared to 5.00% when solely using the MFI metric-based implementation.
Finally, the last set of results to be reviewed under the second perspective of Array Thinning
Design is that from applying the mixed metrics-based implementation to the fourth scenario. Re-
sults obtained from both usage of 2.50% and 5.00% gap sizes are shown in Fig. 3.83 - 3.88 in the
following pages.
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Figure 3.83: Frequency sample locations
for gap size of 2.50% using Mixed metrics (fourth scenario)
Figure 3.84: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 2.50%
Figure 3.85: Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics
for gap size of 2.50%
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Figure 3.86: Frequency sample locations
for gap size of 5.00% when using Mixed MFI/PSL metrics (fourth scenario)
Figure 3.87: Coarrays from using Mixed metrics versus Uniformly-spaced frequency array
for gap size of 5.00%
Figure 3.88: Matched Filter Response using Mixed metrics
for gap size of 5.00%
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From the results obtained from the fourth scenario for the case of using 2.50% gap size, it
is observed that the mixed metrics-based implementation does not produce a set of results that
is significantly different compared to using solely MFI metric-based implementation. Also, in the
case of using gap block width of 5.00%, only some improvement is noted the 3-dB range resolution
degradation factor is now reduced from 1.33 to 1.16 with the corresponding PSL value of -13.89
dB (compared to -18.16 dB) along with ISL value degradation of -3.481 dB (compared to -0.6354
dB).
3.3.3 Review of Sparse Spectrum Allocation results from all adaptations
based on the Array Thinning Design Perspective
At this stage, we will review the results that have been provided from the Sparse Spectrum Allo-
cation (SSA) algorithm when the algorithm design is approached from the perspective of Array
Thinning Design. As a start, the two example scenarios that are examined under this perspective
are as follows:
• The first scenario in which the radar system utilises 60% of the available spectrum content
while releasing the remaining 40% portion of the spectrum for reallocation to other user
systems
• The second scenario in which the radar system utilises 85% of the available spectrum content
while the remaining 15% portion are released for reallocation to other user systems
Next, using the two above scenarios, two adaptations of the SSA algorithm were investigated
for their performance in terms of preservation of 3-dB range resolution, sidelobe performance and
amount of feasible unused spectrum available for reallocation. These two adaptations are namely:
• Gap block-samples based insertion approach and using the MFI value as the metric for opti-
mization process. Also, two gap sizes are evalulated for this approach
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• Gap block-samples based insertion approach and using both MFI and PSL values as the
metrics for optimization process along with using the same gap sizes for the investigation
Based on the results obtained of both adaptations for both scenarios, it is again shown that it
is possible to systematically design such a sparse frequency array with the objective of maintain-
ing the 3-dB range resolution when approaching from the perspective of Array Thinning Concept.
Also, when using this approach, the application of mixed MFI/PSL metrics in the second adapta-
tion will not result in any performance improvement in either the sidelobe level or range resolution
degradation as compared to the results obtained solely using the MFI metric-based implementation.
Thus, unlike the case of constructing sparse frequency arrays based on the perspective of Sparse
Array Design when improvements are obtained when using the mixed metrics-based implementa-
tion, it is determined that it is not necessary to adopt this approach when performing array thinning
for spectrum usage exceeding 50.00% by the radar system. The main reason for this outcome is
due to the fact that there are less degrees of freedoms or flexibility for inserting the gap blocks
when both the amount of spectrum for retention and gap sizes are large.
Finally, one possible useful outcome that comes about from using mixed metrics-based im-
plementation for array thinning is that the resulting gap widths are larger due to consolidation as
compared to using solely MFI metric-based implementation. As such, this will allow for more
practical usage of the results from using mixed metrics-based implementation as it is always easier




4.1 Characteristics of PCFM waveform
4.1.1 First-order PCFM waveform
In [6],it was shown how the CPM implementation that has been used to provide power/spec-
trally efficient communications [64] could be modified to enable the implementation of arbitrary
polyphase codes (specifically, zeroth-order codes) as physically realizable FM radar waveforms.
Such waveforms may also be directly optimized [14]. Due to the nature of this implementation,
the polyphase-coded FM (PCFM) scheme [6] corresponds to a first-order representation in which










dt ′+ φ̄1 (4.1)
where the set of phase-change value an for n = 1,2, ...N constitute a first-order code (which may
or may not be derived from a zeroth-order code of length N + 1 per [6] that produces a continuous
waveform of pulsewidth T . The term g1(t) is a shaping filter that integrates to unity over the time
support [0,Tp] for Tp = T/N, and φ̄1 is the initial phase for the waveform. If g1(t) is a rectangular
filter, the phase function in (4.1) is piece-wise linear. Let the continuous, first-order coded function
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χ1(t ′)dt ′+ φ̄1. (4.3)
From [6], the first-order phase function of 4.1 - 4.3 can be implemented as shown in Fig.4.1 below.
Figure 4.1: First-order implementation of polyphase-coded FM (PCFM) waveforms
The first-order code an represents the (normalized) time-varying frequency with permissible
values in [−π ,π]. Because g1(t) integrates to unity over [0,Tp], the maximum phase change in Tp







) =±πB rad/s, (4.4)
±(B)/2 Hz (at baseband), in which the relationship T = NTp is utilized and the fact that the time-
bandwidth product BT is well approximated by N. Note that the permissible region of [−π ,π] for
the code values can be expanded to provide greater design freedom as long as appropriate spectral
containment measures are also enforced to prevent expansion of the spectral content (see [73]).
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4.1.2 Formulation of second/third-order PCFM implementation
Using the format defined by (4.3), the generalization to second-order and third-order waveform
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β̄3,dt ′′ dt ′+
tˆ
0
ω̄3dt ′+ φ̄3 (4.6)
respectively, where φ̄2 and ω̄2 are the second-orderinitial phase and frequency and φ̄3, ω̄3, and β̄3
are the third-order initial phase, frequency, and chirp-rate. Like the first-order coded function χ1(t)












In (4.7), the second-order code bn for n = 1,2, ...N represents the time-varying chirp-rate. Like-
wise, the third-order code cn for n= 1,2, ...N in (4.8) represents the time-varying chirp-acceleration.
As with the first-order formulation, g2(t) and g3(t) are shaping filters defined on the interval [0,Tp].
Imposing the same bandwidth as determined by (4.4) onto these higher-order implementations
requires that the compounding effect of the additional integration stages be taken into account,
which impacts the selection of the coding values bn and cn as well as the associated shaping filters
g2(t) and g3(t). Also note that bn, cn, ω̄2, ω̄3, and β̄3 are in angular units (i.e. scaled by 2π),
with the permissible initial frequencies ω̄2, ω̄3 ∈ [−π/Tp,+π/Tp] and the initial chirp-rate β̄3 ∈
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[−2π/NT 2p ,+2π/NT 2p ].
Fig.4.2 and Fig.4.3 illustrate the implementation of these second-order and third-order phase
functions. Clearly, even higher order phase functions could be formulated in this manner, though
such have not been found to be that useful with regard to radar waveform design. In fact, it will be
shown in a later section that while the second-order formulation facilitates the design of waveforms
with marked sidelobe level improvement relative to the first-order implementation, the same cannot
be said for the third-order scheme, which only provides a modest benefit when combined with the
first and second orders.
Figure 4.2: Second-order PCFM waveform implementation
Figure 4.3: Third-order PCFM waveform implementation
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4.1.3 Relationships between different PCFM implementations
The relationships between different implementation orders provide some insight into the relative
waveform design freedom of each, their permissible code values, and appropriate optimization ap-
proaches. Now, as (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) provide the instantaneous phase function for each of these
implementations, the instantaneous frequency function of each can be obtained by substituting in































cng3(t ′′− (n−1)Tp)dt ′′ dt ′+
tˆ
0
β̄3 dt ′+ ω̄3 (4.11)




























cng3(t− (n−1)Tp)dt ′+ β̄3 (4.14)
noting that the first-order representation in (4.12) involves the derivative of the shaping filter
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g1(t).
As an illustrative example, the linear FM (LFM) chirp which possesses a rather simple struc-
ture and is an easy waveform to generate in hardware (e.g. via a swept local oscillator) is being








with associated time-bandwidth product BT = βLFMT 2. Since the LFM phase is known to be
quadratic in time this waveform clearly requires a form of second-order implementation (a piece-
wise linear approximation to LFM using a first-order implementation was presented in [6]). Recall-
ing (4.5), for an up-chirp at baseband the initial angle frequency is −π/Tp and the final frequency
at the end of the pulse is +π/Tp. The waveform therefore traverses a total angular frequency inter-
val of 2π/Tp radians/s over the pulsewidth, for a bandwidth of B = 1/Tp = N/T Hz. Substituting
this result into (4.15) yields βLFM = N/T 2Hz/s which, when converting to angular frequency and
again using T = NTp, realizes βLFM = 2π/NT 2p rad/s2 that can be equated to the right side of
(4.13) since LFM has a constant chirp-rate.
Thus, given the time-bandwidth product BT =̃N, an LFM up-chirp can be realized with the
second-order implementation of (4.5) and (4.7) by setting w̄2 = −π/Tp and bn = 2π/N for n =
1,2, ...N and using a rectangular second-order shaping filter defined as g2(t) = (1/T 2p )rect[0,Tp].
Hence, the amount of angular frequency traversed during an interval of Tp seconds is 2π/NTp
rad/s. The constant chirp-rate code bn combined with the rectangular shaping filter realizes a
constant instantaneous chirp-rate via (4.13) and thus a linear instantaneous frequency in (4.10),
which is as expected for an LFM waveform. Also, the initial phase term φ̄2 from (4.5) is arbitrary.
Next, the generation of the same LFM waveform using a third-order implementation is being
considered. With w̄3 =−π/Tp and φ̄3 again being arbitrary, the obvious way would be to ignore the
coding altogether (cn = 0) by simply setting β̄3 = 2π/NT 2p rad/s2. Alternatively, it is possible to set
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β̄3 = 0 and determine the code values cn and shaping filter g3 that, when combined and integrated
as in (4.14), will produce the constant LFM chirp rate. This result can be accomplished by taking
the derivative of the second-order instantaneous chirp rate from (4.13), where the derivative of
g2(t) = (1/T 2p )rect[0,Tp] realizes a positive unit impulse function at t = 0, or (1/T
2
p )δ (t), and a
negative unit impulse function at t = Tp, or (−1/T 2p )δ (t − Tp). Thus an equivalent third-order
shaping filter is
g3(t) = (1/T 2p )[δ (t)−δ (t−Tp)] (4.16)








[δ (t)−δ (t−T )] (4.17)
where all but the first and last impulses over the pulsewidth are cancelled. Fig.4.4 illustrates the
normalized frequency content of the second-order and third-order implementations of an LFM
waveform, which are identical as expected.
Where the first-order implementation of (4.1) can realize a piece-wise linear approximation to
LFM, exact generation of LFM requires some modification to the first-order structure. Consider













ω̄1dt ′+ φ̄1, (4.18)
which includes an initial frequency offset ω̄1 and the new shaping filter h1(t− (n− 1)Tp). Com-
paring (4.9) with (4.10) and (4.12) with 4.13, we find that an exact LFM can be generated using
this modified first-order implementation by setting an = bn = 2π/N and ω̄1 =−π/N and defining
the new shaping filter as
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Figure 4.4: Spectral Content of second-order and third-order implementations




g2(t ′− (n−1)Tp)dt ′ (4.19)




which simplifies to the ramp function
h1(t− (n−1)Tp) =

0, 0≤ t ≤ (n−1)Tp
(t− (n−1)Tp)/T 2p , (n−1)Tp ≤ t ≤ Tp
1/Tp, nTp ≤ t ≤ NTp
, (4.20)
Fig.4.4 illustrates the spectral content of this first-order ramp implementation that is, once again,
found to be precisely that of an LFM waveform. In the next section, these LFM-based relationships
will be used to establish that the second-order shaping filter should integrate to 1/Tp over the
interval [0,Tp].
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The different implementations of the LFM waveform depicted in Fig.4.4 and Fig.4.5 represent
special cases that establish how these implementations are related. However, the true utility in the
different PCFM orders lies in the different continuous phase trajectories of physical waveforms that
can be realized using finite first-, second-, or third-order codes and associated shaping filters. As
such, the general structure of higher-order PCFM provides greater freedom to generate waveforms
that possess desirable attributes.
Figure 4.5: Spectral Content of second-order and first-order (RAMP) implementation
of LFM with BT = 100
4.1.4 Permissible values for higher-order coding
As previously mentioned, additional care must be taken for higher-order coding with regard to
selection of the code values. The permissible values of the first-order code an lie in [−π,π] and
these correspond to normalized instantaneous frequencies, which translate into the (angular) edge



























cng3(t ′′− (n−1)Tp)dt ′′ dt ′+
tˆ
0
β̄3 dt ′+ ω̄3 ≤+π/Tp (4.23)
Starting with the first-order case, the condition in (4.21) is met when max{g1(t)} = (1/Tp).
Given the previous stipulation that g1(t) integrate to unity over the time support [0,Tp], the first-
order code constraint is clearly met when g1(t) = (1/Tp)rect[0,Tp]. Any other shaping filter be-
sides rectangular that also integrates to unity over [0,Tp] would exceed this constraint. Thus a








For the second-order case, the instantaneous angular frequency during the nth code interval is
being considered by expanding the derivative in (4.10) as
































































is the angular frequency at the beginning of the nth code interval, with ω2,0 = ω̄2 for n = 1 and
h2(t) =

0, t ≤ 0
tˆ
0
g2(t ′)dt ′, 0≤ t ≤ Tp
1/Tp, t ≥ Tp
, (4.27)
Here, the various assumptions being made are 1) the integration of the shaping filter is the same
for each code interval, 2) the finite time support of g2(t) on [0,Tp] realizes a constant for t ≥ Tp
when integrated, and 3) this constant value is h2(Tp) = 1/Tp for consistency with the second-order
implementation of LFM. Likewise, evaluation of the integral in (4.25) over the nth code interval of
t ∈ [(n−1)Tp,nTp] can be written as
tˆ
(n−1)T p
bng2(t ′− (n−1)Tp)dt ′ = bnh2(t− (n−1)Tp). (4.28)
For instance, if g2(t)= (1/T 2p )rect[0,Tp], then h2(t) would be the ramp function in (20). In general,
assuming that g2(t) is non-negative for all t, then max{h2(t)}= h2(Tp)= 1/Tp due to monotonicity.
Therefore, the second-order code constraint in (4.22) can be simplified to
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+ ω̄2 ≤+π/Tp, (4.29)





















As an illustrative example, the case of the second-order implementation of an LFM wave-
form as discussed in the previous section where ω̄2 = −π/Tp and bn = 2π/N is a constant for
n = 1,2, ...N is considered. Using these parameters as initialization, (4.30) can be simplified to
determine permissible values for subsequent optimization, where the nth code element could take








Specifically, for the first element (n = 1) the constraint is
0≤ bn ≤+2π (4.32)












Likewise, in the center (n = N/2+1, assuming N is even) the constraint is
−π ≤ bn ≤+π. (4.34)
Collectively, (4.32), (4.33), and (4.34) imply that, depending on the starting frequency and previous
(n-1) code values, the permissible values for bn consist of an interval spanning 2π radians within
the overall possible range of
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−2π ≤ bn ≤+2π. (4.35)
based on a hard constraint on frequency content as defined by (4.22).
Finally, for the third-order case, the derivative in (4.11) for the nth code interval is expanded as
































cng3(t ′′− (n−1)Tp)]dt ′′dt ′+β3,n−1t +ω3,n−1
where β3,n−1 and ω3,n−1 will be defined shortly. Note that the integral over the previous (n− 1)





























0, t ≤ 0
tˆ
0
g3(t ′)dt ′, 0≤ t ≤ Tp
1/T 2p , t ≥ Tp
, (4.38)
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noting the different constant for h3(t ≥ Tp) = 1/T 2p to remain consistent with the first-order and
second-order formulations (and since there are still two additional integration stages). Subse-
quently, the final function in (4.37) has the general form
f3(t) =

0, t ≤ 0
tˆ
0
h3(t ′)dt ′, 0≤ t ≤ Tp





h3(t ′)dt ′ − 1/Tp to maintain continuity of f3 at t = Tp. For example, if g3(t) =
(1/T 3p )rect[0,Tp], then h3(t) would again be a ramp function like in (4.20), albeit scaled by an
additional factor of 1/Tp. As a result,
f3(t) =

0, t ≤ 0
t2/(2T 3p ), 0≤ t ≤ Tp f or g3(t) = (1/T 3p )rect[0,Tp]
t/T 2p −1/(2Tp), t ≥ T 2p
, (4.40)
In general, for g3(t) non-negative for all t like before, then the maximum value of f3(t) within the
interval [0,Tp] will be
Tpˆ
0





g3(t ′′)dt ′′dt ′. For the rectangular shaping filter in (4.40),
this maximum value is 0.5/Tp, which will be used below.
For t ≥ Tp, the function f3(t) increases linearly regardless of the particular shaping filter em-
ployed. In other words, since (4.37) represents the contribution to instantaneous frequency, it is
observed that during the the nth code interval the previous code values c1 to cn−1 introduce piece-
















































Inserting (4.31) into (4.36) and associating the time-varying and constant frequency terms prior to






















from the last line of (4.36), where β3,0 = β3 and ω3,0 = ω3 for n = 1. The remaining portion of





cng3(t ′′− (l−1)Tp)dt ′′dt ′ =
tˆ
0
cnh3(t ′− (n−1)Tp)dt ′ (4.44)
= cn f3(t− (n−1)Tp)
Using this result along with (4.42) and (4.43), the instantaneous frequency from (36) becomes
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Because the center (chirp) component is changing linearly while the first (coded) component
changes nonlinearly, and assuming is non-negative for all t, the point of maximum possible fre-





0.5/Tp for the rectangular shaping filter, the hard frequency constraint from (4.23) becomes



















+ ω̄3 ≤+π/Tp (4.46)







[n− l+0.5]cl− β̄3nT 2p − ω̄3Tp
]






[n− l+0.5]cl− β̄3nT 2p − ω̄3Tp
]
(4.47)
In short, the second-order and third-order implementations involve successively more complex
determination of their feasible code values. For the second-order case, this complexity involves
a “frequency memory” term ω2,n−1 from (4.26). Likewise, for the third-order case, it involves
ω3,n−1 from (4.43), as well as a “chirp memory” term β3,n−1 from (4.42). These memory terms
dictate the viability of later code values.
It is also important to note that the hard frequency constraints for the second-order and third-
order implementations, originally stated in (4.22) and (4.23), are extensions of the first-order con-
straint and thus rely on an implicit assumption of constant frequency during a code element (time
interval of Tp ). However, these higher-order implementations clearly allow for changing frequency
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during this interval. Thus for nonlinear chirp-like waveforms that tend to exhibit rapid frequency
changes near the pulse edges (and which typify what are arguably the “best” waveforms in terms
of low autocorrelation sidelobes based on a “conservation of ambiguity” notion [WD tutorial]),
these hard constraints on higher-order code values should only be viewed as rough guidelines. In
other words, these higher-order constraints can be relaxed as long as appropriate containment of
the aggregate spectral content is maintained.
4.1.5 Aggregate spectral containment
While the higher-order constraints derived above provide a general sense of the feasible code val-
ues, a more practical way to ensure spectral containment is to constrain the aggregate spectral
content of the whole waveform. For instance, in [14], the frequency template error (FTE) metric















where S( f ) is the Fourier transform of PCFM waveform s(t), according to some code parame-
terization, fL and fH demarcate the frequency interval of interest (including sufficient spectral roll-
off beyond the 3-dB bandwidth), and W ( f ) is a frequency weighting template such as a Gaussian
window. The values p and q control the emphasis placed on in-band and out-of-band frequencies,
with p = 1 and q = 2 defining a frequency-domain mean-square error (MSE) metric. Paraphras-
ing [65], a waveform having an aggregate spectral shape that decreases towards the band edges is
known to also possess low autocorrelation sidelobes.
As discussed in [73] where the notion of PCFM “over-coding” is introduced, it is possible to
exceed (even first-order) frequency constraints for a short amount of time as long as the aggre-
gate spectral content still adheres to the desired spectral template. In reality, this idea is just an
extension of the well-known principle of stationary phase conceived by the earliest developers of
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nonlinear FM (NLFM) waveforms [[62], [63]] that states that the energy spectral density at a par-
ticular instantaneous frequency is inversely proportional to the chirp rate at that instant in time.
More generally, one can say that the amount of time (relative to pulsewidth T ) that a waveform re-
sides in a given frequency directly relates to the relative amount of energy placed at that frequency.
As such, where traditional NLFM waveform design has focused on the determination of nonlinear
time-frequency functions [61] with which to implement the stationary phase principle, the param-
eterized PCFM structure permits use of various optimization methods to search for waveforms that
achieve the desired aggregate spectral content. Of course, the time-frequency functions previously
developed also provide very good starting points from which to initialize for further optimization.
4.1.6 Multi-order PCFM implementations
With the ability to generate higher-order PCFM waveforms as described in the previous sections,
it is also possible to combine them in a multi-order formulation to take advantage of the additional
design freedom while maintaining the same aggregate spectral content. For instance, the first-order









χ2(t ′′)dt ′′dt ′+
tˆ
0
ω̄21dt ′+ φ̄21 (4.49)
for χ1(t) and χ2(t) the first-order and second-order coded signals defined in (4.2) and (4.7), respec-
tively, and ω̄21 and φ̄21 the initial frequency and phase. Likewise, all three orders can be combined



























for χ3(t) the third-order coded signals defined in (4.8) and with β̄321, ω̄321 , and φ̄321 the initial
chirp-rate, frequency, and phase.
The general form for the multi-order PCFM implementation is depicted in Fig.4.6, which could
be used to implement any combination of these as well as single orders by simply setting the
unused code(s) to zero. In light of the derivation of the code constraints and subsequent discussion
regarding their complexity and relaxation in Section 4.1.4, it is clear that aggregate spectral content
per Section 4.1.5 is an appropriate choice for the design of these multi-order waveforms.
Figure 4.6: Multi-order PCFM waveform implementation
4.2 Higher-order PCFM Optimization
Optimization of the higher-order PCFM waveform codes necessitates a search of the high-dimensional
space these codes parameterize according to some prescribed cost function, which generally in-
volves some measure of the waveform ambiguity function (typically the zero-Doppler cut). In [14]
the “performance diversity” paradigm was introduced that exploits the complementary nature of
different ambiguity function metrics that specifically evaluate the waveform autocorrelation. These
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metric are the peak sidelobe level (PSL), the integrated sidelobe level (ISL) metrics, and the FTE
summarized in Section II.D. By leveraging these different, yet complementary metrics the per-
formance diversity search is better able to avoid local minima associated with any single metric,
thereby generally achieving better performance for all these metrics.
For waveform s(t) = exp{ jφ(t)} according to one of the PCFM implementations from (4.1),




s(t)s∗(t + τ)dt (4.51)
as a function of delay −T ≤ τ ≤ T , with the interval−τm ≤ τ ≤ τm delimiting the mainlobe.














The performance diversity approach is used here to optimize the code parameters of the various
PCFM implementations, with the additional requirement of determining the initial frequency and
chirp-rate since, unlike the arbitrary initial phase, these factors do have an impact on waveform
performance. In all cases the greedy search described in [14] is used, where at each stage the
single code element whose change would provide the greatest improvement is updated, before the
process is repeated.
For all cases, a time-bandwidth product of BT =̃N = 100 is used and the chosen FTE frequency
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weighting template is a Gaussian window. Now, the performance diversity optimization process
alternates between the metrics of PSL, ISL, and FTE from iteration to iteration using a predefined
number of iterations until no further improvement is observed within each iteration when using
each of this metric. Likewise, the higher-order implementations rely on this frequency template
to ensure containment of the aggregate spectral content. In addition, the initial frequency for the
waveform generated using the higher-order implementation is rescaled in the frequency domain so
that the waveform will maintain its symmetry around the center frequency before comparing the
result with the FTE metric.
4.2.1 Optimization of second/third-order PCFM implementations
For the following optimization results, the first-order case was initialized with a piece-wise LFM
waveform that has been found [14] to yield good final results due to consolidation of delay-Doppler
ambiguity into the delay-Doppler ridge (the “conservation of ambiguity” discussed in [71]). Lever-
aging the principle of stationary phase, the second-order waveform optimization is initialized with
the scaled inverse of Taylor window coefficients possessing –40 dB range sidelobes. The piece-
wise difference of these coefficients (approximating the derivative) was then used for the third-
order initialization.
Fig.4.7 - 4.9 illustrate the autocorrelation, aggregate spectral content, and instantaneous fre-
quency (or time-frequency function) for optimized first-order (red) and second-order (green) PCFM
waveforms based on (4.1) and (4.5), respectively. In Fig.4.7, it is observed that the second-order
waveform exhibits a PSL that is -2.5 dB lower than that of the first-order waveform. The spec-
tral content (Fig.4.8) for the optimized second-order waveform is also found to exhibit a slightly
broader roll-off from -15 dB down to about-40 dB. The latter effect can be explained by examining
the instantaneous frequency (Fig.4.9), where the second-order waveform is shown to possess the
rapid chirping behavior generally associated with waveforms designed according to the principle of
stationary phase [[62], [63]]. It is observed, however, that unlike traditional smooth time-frequency
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functions, the second-order PCFM instantaneous frequency exhibits small perturbations that serve
to further break up sidelobe coherence. However, the second-order perturbations are much less
pronounced than for the first-order case due the presence of an additional integration stage (per
Fig.4.2) that smooths out such effects.
Figure 4.7: Autocorrelations of 1st and 2nd order optimized waveforms
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Figure 4.8: Spectral Content of 1st order and 2nd order optimized waveforms
Figure 4.9: Instantaneous frequency of 1st order and 2nd order optimized waveforms
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Fig.4.10 - 4.12 subsequently illustrate the autocorrelation, aggregate spectral content, and in-
stantaneous frequency for an optimized third-order (blue) PCFM waveform based on (4.6), with
the first-order waveform (red) also included again for comparison. Now, where the second-order
waveform demonstrated a sidelobe reduction relative to first-order in Fig.4.7, Fig.4.10 shows that
the third-order optimized waveform realizes some degradation (sidelobes increased by -5 dB). The
spectral roll-off (Fig.4.11) for third-order does more closely match that of the first-order, albeit
with a frequency-offset that arises due to the difficulty to optimize this rather complex waveform
implementation. Recalling the implications of the principle of stationary phase, the reason for this
frequency offset is observed in the instantaneous frequency plot (Fig.4.12) where the beginning of
the waveform is found to exhibit a slower nonlinear chirping behavior than at the end of the wave-
form. Furthermore, the inclusion of another integration stage (now three) also produces an even
smoother time-frequency function than either second-order or first-order, which serves to restrict
the ability of small perturbations to break up sidelobe coherence.
Figure 4.10: Autocorrelations of 1st and 3rd order optimized waveforms
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Figure 4.11: Spectral Content of 1st order and 3rd order optimized waveforms
Figure 4.12: Instantaneous frequency of 1st order and 3rd order optimized waveforms
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Table 4.1 quantifies the PSL and ISL values for the optimized first-order, second-order, and
third-order waveform implementations with BT = 100, for B the 3-dB bandwidth. As a useful
benchmark, the PSL bound for hyperbolic FM (HFM) waveforms (−20log10(BT )− 3dB [[65]])
with the same BT is also included. As observed previously in [14], the first-order implementation
is able exceed the HFM bound by a small margin. The second-order implementation, however,
surpasses the bound by 3 dB. Although the 3-dB bandwidth remains constant across these three
implementations, it is revealed in Fig.4.9 that the second-order case achieves this improvement in
part due to a greater frequency function bandwidth caused by the sharp nonlinear chirping at the
beginning and end of the waveform (about 1.8× greater) that translates into the modest broadening
observed in the aggregate spectrum. The associated HFM bound for that increased bandwidth is
-48.1 dB.
Table 4.1: PSL & ISL for 1st , 2nd and 3rd order optimized
waveforms for BT = 100
1st order 2nd order 3rd order HFM bound
PSL (dB) -43.4 -46.0 -38.1 -43.0
ISL (dB) -59.5 -63.5 -57.4 N/A
4.2.2 Optimization of multi-order PCFM implementations
Using (4.49) and (4.50), the optimization of the multi-order PCFM implementations of the same
BT = 100 dimensionality is being considered. For joint optimization, either both (for first/second-
order combined) or all three of the codes are designed according to the same greedy search as
above (and in [14]) in which the single code element whose change would provide the greatest
improvement is updated at each stage. At the same time, the sequential optimization is also being
considered whereby the different order codes are each optimized until no further improvement is
possible (with the other codes set to 0 initially) and then that code is fixed while the optimization
of a different code commences. Not surprising, given the results above, it has been found that start-
ing with the second-order code, followed by either the first-order or third-order codes, generally
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provides the best performance in terms of sidelobe reduction.
Fig.4.13 - 4.15 depict the autocorrelation, spectral content, and instantaneous frequency, re-
spectively, for joint optimization of (4.49) and (4.50). Both cases realize PSL values (Fig.4.13)
that are nearly 8 dB better than the previous first-order result and 5 dB better than the second-order
result. The shape of the spectral content (Fig.4.14) is basically the same as the previous cases,
with a small asymmetry caused by inclusion of the third-order coding likewise present. Finally,
the usual “sideways S” shape is again observed for the instantaneous frequency, with extensions of
the frequency function bandwidth of factors of 2× and 2.25× for the first/second combined orders
and first/second/third combined orders, respectively. These bandwidths correspond to respective
HFM PSL bounds of -49.0 dB and -50.0 dB. Per Table 4.2, it is interesting to note that the PSL
values achieved by these multi-order waveforms still surpass these bounds, an effect that can likely
be largely attributed to the presence of the first-order perturbations observed in Fig.4.15 that serve
to break up sidelobe coherency and arise naturally from the optimization process.
Figure 4.13: Autocorrelations of jointly optimized waveforms via (4.48) and (4.49)
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Figure 4.14: Spectral Content of jointly optimized waveforms via (4.48) and (4.49)
Figure 4.15: Instantaneous frequency of jointly optimized waveforms via (4.48) and (4.49)
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Table 4.2: PSL & ISL for SEQ. and JOINT Optimization of
Multiple Orders for BT = 100
Joint. 1st &
2nd orders
Joint 1st , 2nd &
3rd orders
Seq. 1st & 2nd
orders
Seq. 1st , 2nd & 3rd
orders
PSL (dB) -51.1 -51.1 -50.7 -51.2
ISL (dB) -66.4 -67.9 -66.0 -66.8
Plots for sequential optimization are not included because they are negligibly different from
joint optimization, as evidenced by their PSL and ISL values in Table 4.2. However, the sequential
optimization is more computationally efficient to implement since it does not require a greedy
search over all the codes at each stage.
Finally, the delay-Doppler ambiguity function for the jointly optimized multi-order PCFM
waveforms defined in (4.49) and (4.50) are depicted in Fig.4.16 and Fig.4.17. As expected, by
basing on the rather similar instantaneous frequency functions for these two waveforms (Fig.4.15),
their ambiguity functions are quite similar as well. As seen from the plots, both exhibit the promi-
nent delay-Doppler ridge that is typical of chirp-like waveforms as well as the surrounding Fresnel
lobes. While not to the same degree as LFM, these waveforms still provide some Doppler toler-
ance.
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Figure 4.16: Delay-Doppler ambiguity function
for optimized multi-order PCFM waveform via (4.49)
Figure 4.17: Delay-Doppler ambiguity function
for optimized multi-order PCFM waveform via (4.50)
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4.3 Review of results from Higher-order PCFM waveforms
In this Chapter, it can be seen that the polyphase-coded FM (PCFM) framework for radar waveform
implementation/optimization, which was previously derived from continuous phase modulation
(CPM) used in communication, can be viewed as a first-order waveform representation as com-
pared to the zeroth-order representation of a polyphase code by itself. The results that are obtained
and discussed have shown that higher-order schemes can also be employed as a means to obtain
more degrees of freedom for waveform design ([12],[97]-[98]). Presently, the second-order PCFM
implementation tends to provide the best performance in terms of sidelobe reduction of the stan-
dalone single-order schemes. Multi-order implementation may likewise be employed to provide
even better PSL/ISL performance. Finally, the mathematical relationships between these different
orders has been demonstrated and subsequently used to derive general guidelines for selection of
higher-order code values according to spectral containment constraints.
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Chapter 5
Applying Sparse Spectrum Allocation (SSA)
results to Practical Radar Applications
As this stage, it has been shown that both Part 1 and 2 of the two-step approach have separately
produced good results to address and mitigate the issues of both Spectral Congestion and Spectral
Sharing between radar and communication systems. In this Chapter, the results obtained from both
approaches will be utilized for practical implementations of radar system applications.
In section one, the results from the Sparse Spectrum Allocation (SSA) algorithm will be used
to generate various composite PCFM waveforms in which each composite waveform is the sum of
various PCFM waveforms that are generated at each of the disjointed segments in the sparse spec-
trum allocated to the radar system. In section two, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm
will then be applied to a radar target range profile estimation application on various scenarios that
contain a mixture of both dominant scatterers and weak scatterers along the target radar range pro-
file. The outcome from both sections will illustrate the feasibility of applying the results obtained
from both Part 1 and 2 of the two-step approach in this dissertation for practical radar system
implementations.
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5.1 Applying SSA results to physical-realizable PCFM wave-
form implementation
In this section, results obtained from SSA algorithm corresponding to three scenarios of sparse
spectrum usage by the radar system will be used for generating PCFM waveforms that bears a one-
one correspondonce to each of these three scenarios. The objective of this section is to illustrate
the practicality of applying the results of SSA algorithm for generating physical radar waveforms.
5.1.1 Definition of Spectrum Usage Scenarios for PCFM waveform
As a start, the details of the three scenarios of sparse spectrum usage that are selected under this
section are provided as follows:
• Scenario one in which the radar system uses 25% of the available spectrum content while
releasing the remaining 75.0% portion of the spectrum for reallocation to other user systems
• Scenario two in which the radar system uses 40% of the available spectrum content while
the remaining 60.0% portion are released for reallocation to other user systems
• Scenario three in which the radar system uses 72.5% of the available spectrum content while
the remaining 27.5% portion are released for reallocation to other user systems
In each of these scenarios, two types of plots will be generated to compare the performance
from the SSA results (designed as unmodulated radar waveform in this section) with the results
generated via the PCFM framework after applying the corresponding spectrum usage from the SSA
algorithm (designed as PCFM waveform). These plots are namely, the autocorrelation or matched
filter response as well as the spectrum usage of both unmodulated versus PCFM modulated wave-
forms.
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5.1.2 PCFM waveform generation for Scenario One - 25% usage of radar
spectrum
For the first scenario, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm based on the spectrum usage
of 25.0% as well as frequency block size of 2.50% with the frequency sample location results as
shown in Fig. 3.48 will be used as the spectrum to generate the PCFM waveform in this example.
By examining Fig. 5.1 which is a replot of Fig. 3.48 with the x-axis extended beyond the highest
frequencies in both ends of the full spectrum, it is observed that the allocated spectrum consists
of two disjointed segments with the first segment occupying a spectrum width of 5.00% and the
second segment occupying a spectrum width of 20.00%. As such, it will be possible to construct a
PCFM waveform that correspond to each of the two disjointed spectrum segments.
Figure 5.1: Frequency sample locations using blocksize of 2.50%
for 25% spectrum usage (Unmodulated waveform)
Now, from chapter 4 of this dissertation, it is stated that the relationship between time-bandwidth
product BT and the number of chip codes N in the PCFM waveform is well approximated by the
expression BT = N. As such, if a variable N f is assigned for the number of chip codes corre-
sponding to full contiguous spectrum, then it is possible to assign two other variables N1 and N2
to represent the number of chip codes for the two PCFM waveforms that will correspond to the
proportion of each disjointed spectrum segment as shown in Fig. 5.1. Also, the three variables









Also, since both PCFM waveforms will be present throughout the full pulsewidth duration T ,
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thus, this will mean that the chip duration Tp for each chip code of the two PCFM waveforms will
also be different as compared to the scenarios described in the previous chapter when using the
relationship of T = NTp.
Next, for this section, the first-order representation of the PCFM waveform is chosen to illus-
trate the feasibility of using the SSA results to implement a physical realizable radar waveform.
As such, the corresponding first-order coded function and the first-order phase function for each of


















χ2(t ′)dt ′+ φ̄2. (5.5)
Subsequently, the two PCFM waveforms and the composite PCFM waveform that is generated
by the sum of these two PCFM waveforms (as shown in Fig. 4.1 for each waveform) are given as:
s1(t) = exp jφ1t (5.6)







Note that the scaling factor of
√
(N2/N1) is needed to ensure that the second PCFM waveform
s2(t) is able to maintain the same spectral power as the first PCFM waveform s1(t) within each of
their allocated spectrum in the frequency domain since both waveforms are transmitted using the
same pulse duration T in time.
Next, by assigning the variables N = 200, N1 = 10 and N2 = 40, the plots of both spectrum
shape and matched filter response generated from the composite PCFM waveform scomposite are
compared to that generated from using the unmodulated waveform and these plots are as shown
in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 respectively. Note that the results obtained from the composite PCFM
waveform consist of both the pre-optimized first-order frequency codes χinitial(t) that are initialized
using the piece-wsie LFM waveform ([14]) as well as the post-optimzed first-order frequency codes
χoptimized(t) that are optimized using the performance-diversity scheme as described in chapter 4.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of spectrum usage between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after PCFM optimization)
From Fig. 5.2, it is observed that the spectrum usage of both pre-optimized and post-optimized
PCFM waveforms match closely with the spectrum usage of the unmodulated waveform obtained
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using the SSA scheme. For instance, within the region of spectrum that are meant to be assigned
for reallocation to other systems, it is observed that the PCFM waveform do not contain transmit
any significant amount of spectral power in this "forbidden" spectrum band. At the same time,
within the two spectrum segments ("passbands" demarcated using the blue lines)that are assigned
for the PCFM waveform, the transmit spectrum power is almost constant in these regions. Thus,
the results of the spectrum shapes from the PCFM waveforms that are shown in Fig. 5.2 illustrates
the viability of using the SSA results for generating physical realizable radar waveforms
Figure 5.3: Matched Filter Response between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after PCFM optimization)
Next, by examining Fig. 5.3, it is observed that the post-optimized PCFM waveform does
provide some improvements as compared to both unmodulated and pre-optimized PCFM wave-
forms in terms of lowering the sizelobe levels near to the mainlobe region at the expense of higher
sidelobe levels further away from the mainlobe. Thus, there is some slight performance gain that
can be obtained by performing the PCFM optimization process to the composite PCFM waveform
generated from the two PCFM waveforms initialized using piece-wise LFM waveform.
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5.1.3 PCFM waveform generation for Scenario Two - 40% usage of radar
spectrum
For the second scenario, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm based on the spectrum usage
of 40.0% as well as frequency block size of 2.50% will be used as the spectrum to generate the
PCFM waveform in this second example. By examining Fig. 5.4 which shows the frequency
sample location results with the x-axis extended beyond the highest frequencies in both ends of
the full spectrum, it is observed that the allocated spectrum consists of four disjointed segments
with these four segments occupying a spectrum of [2.50%, 7.50%, 25.00%, 5.00%] respectively
with a small spectrum gap of 1.30% present between the third and fourth segment. Again, it will
be possible to construct a PCFM waveform that correspond to each of the four disjointed spectrum
segments.
Figure 5.4: Frequency sample locations using blocksize of 2.50%
for 40% spectrum usage (Unmodulated waveform)







N1 +N2 +N3 +N4
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(5.9)
Likewise, the corresponding first-order coded function, the first-order phase function for each





































χ4(t ′)dt ′+ φ̄4. (5.17)
Finally, the equation for the composite PCFM waveform that is generated by the sum of the
four PCFM waveforms is given as:













Next, by assigning the variables N = 200, N1 = 5 and N2 = 15, N3 = 50 and N2 = 10, the
plots of both spectrum shape and matched filter response generated from the composite PCFM
waveform scomposite are compared to that generated from using the unmodulated waveform and
these plots are as shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of spectrum usage between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after optimization)
From Fig. 5.5, it is observed that for the first two spectral segments covering 2.50% and 7.50%
of spectrum usage by the radar system, the spectral energy from the corresponding pre-optimized
PCFM waveforms are well contained within the assigned spectrum bands and thus it will be feasi-
ble to reallocate the spectral gap width of 49.0% between these two segments for another system’s
usage. Similarly, for the second significant spectral gap of around 9.00% between the second and
third PCFM waveforms, there is also very minimal spectral leakage from the second and third
pre-optimized PCFM waveforms into this second spectral gap. However, after undergoing PCFM
waveform optimization, there are more spectral leakage from post-optimized PCFM waveforms
into the two significant spectral gaps although the leakage is still very insignificant within the
larger spectral gap of 49.0%. Thus, it is still feasible to reallocate the larger spectral gap for other
system’s usage even when the radar system is transmitting the post-optimized composite PCFM
waveform.
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Figure 5.6: Matched Filter Response between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after optimization)
Finally, by examining Fig. 5.6, it can be seen again that the post-optimized PCFM waveform
does provide some improvements as compared to both unmodulated and pre-optimized PCFM
waveforms in terms of lowering the sizelobe levels near to the mainlobe region at the expense
of higher sidelobe levels further away from the mainlobe. Therefore, this result again merits the
additonal step of performing PCFM waveform optimization.
5.1.4 PCFM waveform generation for Scenario Three - 72.5% usage of radar
spectrum
For the third scenario, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm based on the spectrum usage
of 72.5% as well as frequency block size of 2.50% as shown in Fig. 5.7 is used as the spectrum
to generate the PCFM waveform in this final example. From Fig. 5.7, it is observed that the radar
allocated spectrum consists of four disjointed segments with these segments occupying a spectrum
of [25.00%, 20.00%, 12.50%, 15.00%] respectively for a total spectrum usage of 72.50% and with
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a small spectrum gap of 0.825% present between the first and second segment. As per the second
example scenario, it is again possible to construct a PCFM waveform that correspond to each of
the four disjointed spectrum segments.
Figure 5.7: Frequency sample locations using blocksize of 2.50%
for 72.5% spectrum usage (Unmodulated waveform)
As is the case for the second example, in this third example, the five variables N f , N1, N2, N3
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(5.19)
Next, by assigning the variables N = 200, N1 = 50 and N2 = 40, N3 = 25 and N2 = 30, the
plots of both spectrum shape and matched filter response generated from the composite PCFM
waveform scomposite(t) are compared to that generated from using the unmodulated waveform and
these plots are as shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 respectively on the following page.
Lastly, as per (5.18), the equation for the composite PCFM waveform that is generated by the
sum of the four PCFM waveforms using the above values for N f , N1, N2, N3 and N4 is given as:













where the equations to generate the four phase functions φ1(t), φ2(t), φ3(t) and φ4(t) are defined
as per equations (5.10) to (5.17).
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of spectrum usage between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after optimization)
From Fig. 5.8 as shown above, as per the previous two example scenarios, the spectral energy
from the corresponding pre-optimized PCFM waveforms are well contained within the assigned
spectrum bands and thus it is again feasible to reallocate the two largest spectral gap widths of
17.50% and 6.50% for another system’s usage. However, after undergoing PCFM waveform op-
timization, there are more spectral leakage from the post-optimized PCFM waveforms into the
second significant spectral gap of 6.50% although the leakage is still not insignificant within the
larger spectral gap of 17.5%. Thus, it is still feasible to reallocate the larger spectral gap for other
system’s usage even when the radar system is transmitting the post-optimized composite PCFM
waveform.
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Figure 5.9: Matched Filter Response between Unmodulated waveform versus
PCFM waveform (before and after optimization)
Finally, by examining Fig. 5.9, the same trend is observed in that the post-optimized PCFM
waveform does provide some improvements as compared to both unmodulated and pre-optimized
PCFM waveforms in terms of lowering the sizelobe levels near to the mainlobe region at the
expense of higher sidelobe levels further away from the mainlobe. Once again, the results provides
merits in performing PCFM waveform optimization to the composite waveform.
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5.2 Applying SSA results to estimation of Radar Range Profile
γ
In this section, results obtained from the SSA algorithm corresponding to three scenarios of sparse
spectrum usage by the radar system will be used in defining a radar target estimation applica-
tion. The objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of applying the SSA results to common radar
applications such as the unambiguous radar range profile estimation.
5.2.1 Definition of Spectrum Usage Scenarios and Target setup for Radar
Range Profile Estimation
As a start, the three scenarios of sparse spectrum usage that are defined under this subsection are
as follows:
• Scenario one of spectrum usage in which the radar system uses 25.00% (K1) of the available
spectrum content.
• Scenario two of spectrum usage in which the radar system uses 50.00% (K2) of the available
spectrum content.
• Scenario three of spectrum usage in which the radar system uses 75.00% (K3) of the available
spectrum content.
Following the definition of the scenarios of sparse spectrum usage above, the next step is to
define the number of strong and weak target scatterers present within the radar range profile (Target
delay spectrum) for each of these spectrum usage scenarios. Again, three target scenarios are
defined as follows:
• Target scenario one in which the number of strong and weak target scatterers occupy 6.25%
(L1) of the full unambiguous radar range profile (M) with the target locations within the
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range profile determined via a random permutation. Also, the power of the largest strong
target scattering coefficient is almost 40.00 dB and the power of the weakest target scattering
coefficient is close to -50.00 dB
• Target scenario two in which the number of dominant and weak target scatterers occupy
3.25% (L2) of the full unambiguous radar range profile with the locations being a subset of
those locations from the first target scenario. Also, the power of both strong and weak target
scatterers falls within the limits specified in the first target scenario.
• Target scenario three in which the number of dominant and weak target scatterers occupy
1.75% (L3) of the full unambiguous radar range profile with the locations being a subset of
those locations from the first target scenario. Also, the power of both strong and weak target
scatterers falls within the limits specified in the first target scenario.
Next, the magnitude of all strong and weak target scattering coefficients are generated by using
a log uniform distribution that spans the wide range of values between the strong and weak targets.
At the same time, the phase of each target is also generated using a Gaussian distirbution that spans
[0,2π]. In addition, the locations within the radar range profile that do not contain either strong or
weak target scatterer, i.e. clutter locations, are also filled using very small complex values in the
order of -30.0 dB in magnitude. Also, the equations to generate the magnitude and phase of the
target vector γLi of size Li and the clutter vector clu of size (M−Li) are given below:
exponent− tgt =−3.00+5.00× (randuni f orm(Li)) (5.21)
mag− tgt = 10exponent−tgt (5.22)
phase− tgt = 2π× (randuni f orm(Li)) (5.23)
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× (randnormal(M−Li)+ jrandnormal(M−Li)) (5.25)
where randuni f orm is the uniform distribution function over the open interval (0,1) and randnormal
is the Gaussina distribution function with mean of zero and variance of one.
Finally, the resultant target vector γ that will be used to form the frequency measurement vector
v as given in (3.3) and repeated below as (5.26) will be equal to the concantenation of the two
vectors γLi and clu so that the length of γ will be equal to M.
v = Hγ +n (5.26)
Also, a summary of all the various radar’s sparse spectrum usage as well as the target parame-
ters for each of the nine scenarios that are defined above is provided in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1: Specifications of Spectrum Usage and Target Parameters
Sc. 1 Sc. 2 Sc. 3 Sc. 4 Sc. 5 Sc. 6 Sc. 7 Sc. 8 Sc. 9
Spectrum (%) 25.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 75.0 75.0 75.0
# Tgts (%) 6.25 3.25 1.75 6.25 3.25 1.75 6.25 3.25 1.75
|γmax|2 (dB) 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.4 39.8 39.8
|γmin|2 (dB) -48.7 -48.3 -48.3 -48.7 -48.3 -48.3 -48.7 -48.3 -48.3
Besides defining both spectrum usage and target scenarios, to ensure that the simulation sce-
nario setup is representing a realistic radar operational scenario, a complex gaussian noise vector n
with average power of -50.00 dB is being added to the frequency measurement vector v as shown
in (5.26) above.
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5.2.2 Iterative MMSE Estimator for Radar Range Profile Estimation
In this subsection, the detailed description for the MMSE estimator that will be applied to the
frequency measurement vector v to extract the estimated radar range profile (target delay spectrum)
γ̃ will be provided in the following paragraphs. As a start, the equations for defining the MMSE
estimator as well as the computation of the estimated γ̃ and error covariance matrix Kε are given
in (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29) below:
WMMSE = KγH′(HKγH′+Kn)−1 (5.27)
γ̃ = WMMSEv (5.28)




Now, as shown from (5.28), it is possible to obtain an estimate of the full radar range profile
γ by using the one-step procedure defined by this equation. However, in situations at which the
size of the full (target+clutter) dimension (equal to M) is much greater than that of the size (Ki)
of the measurement vector, this one-step procedure will generate many errors in estimating γ .
Subsequently, this will result in either many false alarms or missed detections of the real targets
of interest (including both strong and weak targets) among the clutter interference. For instance,
in all three scenarios of sparse spectrum usage, the amount of measurements are equal to [25.0%,
50.0%, 75.0%] of the (target+clutter) dimension space.
To resolve the issues of false alarms as well as missed detections, a iterative form of the MMSE
estimator is proposed in this subsection for estimating the full radar range profile. Essentially, the
steps of the iterative MMSE estimator are as follows:
• Step One of this iterative MMSE estimator is by applying the MMSE estimator to the mea-
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surements as shown in (5.28). Following that, the task within this step is to identify the
target scattering coefficient γi among all M targets in the range profile that has the largest
magnitude. For tracking purpose, this target location is termed t1 and the value of the target
scattering coefficient γti is assumed to hold the true value of the target at this location. Fi-
nally, the a priori target covariance matrix Kγ for all M locations in the radar range profile is
updated by using the equation defined in (5.30) below.
Kγ = I{γ̃ γ̃ ′}+ IKε (5.30)
where I is the identity matrix and  is the Hadamard product
• Step Two of this iterative MMSE estimator will be to apply the MMSE estimator to just
estimate the set of all combinations of two target scattering coefficients with each two-target
combination consisting of the tracked target location t1 along with a second target location
i where i ∈ [1,M]. From the set of M combinations of the estimated two-element γ̃2, the
second target location to be identified is the location that has the largest magnitude among
all the M locations excluding t1. For tracking purpose, this target location is termed t2 and
the estimated values of the target scattering coefficients [γt2,γt2] are assumed to hold the true
values of the targets at the locations [t1, t2]. Finally, the a priori target covariance matrix
Kγ for all M locations in the radar range profile is updated by using the equation defined in
(5.30).
• Going further, Step P of this iterative MMSE estimator will be to apply the MMSE estimator
to just estimate the set of all combinations of P target scattering coefficients with each P-
target combination consisting of the tracked target locations [t1, t2, ..., tP−1] along with the pth
target location i where i∈ [1,M]. From the set of M combinations of the estimated P-element
γ̃P, the pth target location to be identified is the location that has the largest magnitude among
all the M locations excluding [t1, t2, ..., tP−1)]. For tracking purpose, this target location is
termed tP and the estimated values of the target scattering coefficients [γt1 ,γt2 , ....,γtP] are
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assumed to hold the true values of the targets at these locations. Finally, the a priori target
covariance matrix Kγ for all M locations in the radar range profile is updated by using the
equation defined in (5.30).
• Finally, the iteration can stop any time depending on the convergence status of the average
MSE of all M targets in the error covariance matrix Kε
In the next subsection, the iterative MMSE estimator will be applied to each of the nine sce-
narios listed in Table 5.1 so as to compare the results of the γ̃ obtained from these scenarios with
the actual values of γ that are used to form v.
5.2.3 Results of Radar Range Profile Estimations for all scenarios
In this subsection, the results obtained from estimating γ by using the iterative MMSE estimators
will be analysed for the performance obtained in each scenario. In order to perform an quantatative
analysis, for each of the nine spectrum usage and target scenarios, three different plots will be
generated to evaluate the performance of the results obtained for both the dominant and weak
target scatterers present in the radar range profile. The three plots to be generated are as follows:
• Plot of estimated power of strong targets, weak targets and clutter objects versus the actual
values of these entities
• Plot of the error covariance computed for each element within γ̃ after the final iteration.
These values are obtained from the diagonal of the error covariance matrix Kε
• Plot of the average MSE computed as the mean of the diagonal of the error covariance matrix
Kε versus the average MSE computed from the difference between γ̃ and actual values of γ .


















In the next few subsections, the results from each scenario will be discussed in the numerical
order as specified in Table 5.1.
5.2.3.1 Results from Scenario One to Scenario Three with 25.0% of Spectrum usage
Under this subsection, the same amount of spectrum usage of 25.0% is applied to three different
target scenarios, namely, from average (6.25%) to very low target density (1.75%) within the radar
range profile for the radar range profile estimation application. Also, the iterative MMSE estimator
is programmed to run up to M iterations such that the estimated scattering coefficents of all the
locations within the radar range profile are assumed to hold the true value of the target scatterers
in these locations. As a start, the three plots for the first target scenario of target density of 6.25%
present in the radar range profile are shown in Fig. 5.10 - 5.12 in the following pages.
Figure 5.10: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
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Figure 5.11: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
Figure 5.12: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 6.25%)
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As a start, by examining Fig. 5.10, it is seen that out of 25 strong and weak target scatterers
indicated by the magneta "diamond" symbol, the estimated γ values (red "asterisk" symbol) from
3 out of the four weakest target scatterers with power below -41.0 dB are erroneous and only one
of these four weak target scatterer (-43-8 dB) has an estimated scattering coefficent value that is
almost the same as the actual value. Thus, these three weakest targets will end up as missed targets
when the estimated γ̃ is passed through a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detector. In addition,
there are also some clutter locations that possess estimated γ values )green "asterisk" symbol)
above -40 dB and these clutter locations may also result in false alarms after a CFAR detector is
applied to the estimated results of the radar range profile.
Next, by examining Fig. 5.11, it can be seen that the iterative MMSE estimator has performed
very well in estimating the values of γ for both strong and weak targets such that the final values
of the error variance for each of these targets are below -47.0 dB. Thus, although the amount of
spectrum usage is only 25.0% for this example, it is seen that the application of iterative MMSE
estimator is still able to correctly estimate almost 90.0% of all the targets that are present in the
radar range profile.
Thirdly, by examining Fig. 5.12, it is observed that the iterative MMSE estimator has obtained
convergence of the results at around iteration number 200 as shown by the red line plot in the figure
and thus the ∆ change of the MSEKε from one iteration to the next iteration can serve as a stopping
criteria for the iterations of the MMSE estimator.
Next, the results obtained from the iterative MMSE estimator when it is applied to the second
and third target scenario of low to very low target density within the radar range profiles while still
using the same spectrum usage of 25.0% are shown in Fig. 5.13 - 5.18 as follows.
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Figure 5.13: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
Figure 5.14: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
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Figure 5.15: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 3.25%)
Figure 5.16: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
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Figure 5.17: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
Figure 5.18: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 1.75%)
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Now, by examining both Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.16, it is seen that although the target density
has decreased by almost one-half (3.25%) and one-quarter (1.75%) from the original value of
6.25% in scenario one, the iterative MMSE estimator is still unable to correctly estimate the γ
values (red "asterisk" symbol) of the three weakest target scatterer that have erroneous estimated
scattering coefficent values in the first scenario when one or more of these three targets are inserted
in scenario two and three. Thus, these targets will still end up as missed targets when the estimated
γ̃ is passed through a CFAR detector. This is also an indication that there is a limitation to the
performance of the MMSE estimator when both the spectrum usage is low and the power of the
weakest target scatterers are barely above the noise power.
Next, from further examination of the same two figures, it is also observed that there are still
some clutter locations that possess estimated γ values (green "asterisk" symbol) above -40 dB when
the target density is at 3.25% but the number drops to zero when the target density drops to 1.75%
in the radar range profile.
Finally, by examining both Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.18, it is observed that the iterative MMSE
estimator has again obtained convergence of the results at around iteration number 200 as shown
by the red line plot in these figures and thus the same stopping criteria developed for the first
scenarios is equally robust to be applied to both the second and third scenarios.
5.2.3.2 Results from Scenario Four - Scenario Six with 50.0% of Spectrum usage
Under this subsection, for scenario four to six of the radar range profile estimation application, the
same amount of spectrum usage of 50.0% is applied to three target scenarios as used in the previous
subsection. Again, the three plots for the first target scenario of target density of 6.25% present in
the radar range profile as shown in Fig. 5.19 - 5.21 will first be examined for its performance.
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Figure 5.19: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
Figure 5.20: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
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Figure 5.21: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 6.25%)
As a start, by examining Fig. 5.19, it is now observed that out of 25 strong and weak target
scatterers indicated by the magneta "diamond" symbol, only the estimated γ value (red "asterisk"
symbol) of the weakest target scatterer with power of -48.7 dB is erroneous. This is an improve-
ment of a factor of three from the previous scenario of spectrum usage of 25.0%. Thus, only this
weakest target will end up as a missed target when the estimated γ̃ is passed through a CFAR de-
tector. Furthermore, there are hardly any clutter locations that possess estimated γ values (green
"asterisk" symbol) above -40 dB which indicate that there may be no false alarms after a CFAR
detector is applied to the estimated results of the radar range profile.
Next, by examining Fig. 5.20, it is also observed that the iterative MMSE estimator has per-
formed very well in estimating the values of γ for both strong and weak targets (with the exception
of the weakest target) such that the final values of the error variance for each of these targets are
below -47.0 dB.
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Thirdly, by examining Fig. 5.21, it is observed that the iterative MMSE estimator has obtained
convergence of the results at around iteration number 140 as shown by the red line plot in the
figure. Thus, this is an indication that when the spectrum usage is increased, the convergence rate
will also increase linearly as well.
Next, the results obtained from the iterative MMSE estimator when it is applied to the second
and third target scenario of low to very low target density within the radar range profiles while still
using the same spectrum usage of 50.0% are shown in Fig. 5.22 - 5.27 as follows.
Figure 5.22: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
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Figure 5.23: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
Figure 5.24: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 3.25%)
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Figure 5.25: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
Figure 5.26: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
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Figure 5.27: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 1.75%)
Now, for the second and third target scenario when the spectrum usage is still 50.0%, it is
determined that a reduction of the target density will not help to eradicate the error in estimating
the scattering coefficent of the weakest target that has a power of -48.7 dB. As such, this target is
not inserted into the second and third target scenarios. Thus, for the results shown in Fig. 5.22
to Fig. 5.27, all targets’ scattering coefficents are correctly determined by the MMSE estimator.
Again, the inability to resolve the erroneous performance in estimating the γ value of the weakest
target shows that that there is a limitation to the performance of the MMSE estimator when both
the spectrum usage is not high and the power of the weakest target scatterer is barely above the
noise power.
Next, from further examination of Fig. 5.22 and Fig. 5.25, it is also observed that there are no
clutter locations that possess estimated γ values (green "asterisk" symbol) above -40 dB when the
target density is either at 3.25% or 1.75% of the radar range profile.
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Finally, by examining both Fig. 5.24 and Fig. 5.27, it is observed that the iterative MMSE
estimator has again obtained convergence of the results at around iteration number 140 as shown
by the red line plot in these figures and this again verifies the trend that the convergence rate of the
MMSE estimator is linearly dependent on the amount of spectrum usage.
5.2.3.3 Results from Scenario Seven - Scenario Nine with 75.0% of Spectrum usage
Under this subsection, for scenario seven to nine of the radar range profile estimation application,
the same amount of spectrum usage of 75.0% is applied to three target scenarios as used in the
previous subsection. Again, the three plots for the first target scenario of target density of 6.25%
present in the radar range profile as shown in Fig. 5.28 - 5.30 will first be examined for its perfor-
mance.
Figure 5.28: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
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Figure 5.29: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 6.25%)
Figure 5.30: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 6.25%)
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As a start, by examining Fig. 5.28, it is seen that out of 25 strong and weak target scatterers
indicated by the magneta "diamond" symbol, there is no error produce in the estimated γ̃ of these
25 targets. This is the best possible scenarios as compared to the previous scenarios of spectrum
usage of 25.0% or 50.0%. Thus, there will be no missed target when the estimated γ̃ is passed
through a CFAR detector. This shows yjay when there is sufficient spectrum usage of the radar
application, the limitation to resolve the erroneous performance in estimating the γ value of weak
target will be removed. However, there is one clutter location that possess estimated γ values
(green "asterisk" symbol) around -40 dB which indicate that this clutter location may generate a
false alarm after a CFAR detector is applied to the estimated results of the radar range profile.
Next, by examining Fig. 5.29, it is also observed that the iterative MMSE estimator has per-
formed very well in estimating the values of γ for both strong and weak targets such that the final
values of the error variance for each of these targets are around -50.0 dB which is an improvement
of -3.00 dB from the previous spectrum usage scenarios.
Thirdly, by examining Fig. 5.30, it is observed that the iterative MMSE estimator has obtained
convergence of the results at around iteration number 100 as shown by the red line plot in the
figure. Thus, this is a third confirmation of the characteristic of the iterative MMSE estimator such
that when the spectrum usage is increased, the convergence rate will also increase linearly as well.
Next, the results obtained from the iterative MMSE estimator when it is applied to the second
and third target scenario of low to very low target density within the radar range profiles while still
using the same spectrum usage of 75.0% are shown in Fig. 5.31 - 5.36 as follows.
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Figure 5.31: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
Figure 5.32: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 3.25%)
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Figure 5.33: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 3.25%)
Figure 5.34: Actual versus Est. γ for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
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Figure 5.35: Error Covariance for All targets (tgt density of 1.75%)
Figure 5.36: Plot of MSE of Est Radar Range Profile
versus MMSE Iteration (tgt density of 1.75%)
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Now, for the second and third target scenario when the spectrum usage is still 75.0%, from
the results shown in Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.34, it is seen that all targets’ scattering coefficents are
correctly determined by the MMSE estimator.
Next, from further examination of Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.34, it is also observed that there are no
clutter locations that possess estimated γ values (green "asterisk" symbol) above -40 dB when the
target density is either at 3.25% or 1.75% of the radar range profile.
Finally, by examining both Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.36, it is observed that the iterative MMSE
estimator has again obtained convergence of the results at around iteration number 100 as shown
by the red line plot in these figures and this again verifies the trend that the convergence rate of the




As this stage, good results have been obtained and demonstrated from both the design and imple-
mentation of both Part 1 and 2 of the two-step approach described in this dissertation for mitigating
the issues of spectrum congestion and spectrum sharing. In the following sections of this chapter,
detailed summaries of the results from these two parts as well as the joint implementation of their
results and the performance obtained from the application of the various SSA derived spectrum re-
sults on a radar estimation problem will be provided. Finally, a short proposal of the future phases
of research work for both parts following the results presented in this dissertation is provided to
conclude this Chapter.
6.1 Summary of Sparse Spectrum Allocation Scheme
In the first few sections of Chapter three, a detailed description of the theoretical concept of
Marginal Fisher Information (MFI), which forms the basis for developing the Sparse Spectrum
Allocation (SSA) algorithm, is provided to allow the readers to understand the mechanism of this
algorithm. It is followed by the description of the two perspectives of designing the SSA algorithm
which consists of the Sparse Array Design Perspective and the Array Thinning Design Perspective.
Following that, under each perspective, various implementations/adaptations of the SSA algorithm
corresponding to spectrum usage from the selection of 25.0%, 50.0%, 60.0% and 85.0% are pro-
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vided along with the simulation results obtained from each of these adaptations.
From the results obtained under these various adaptations when using the first perspective of
Sparse Array Design, it can be seen that that the SSA algorithm is able to generate sparse frequency
arrays whose coarray structures resembles that of a Low Redundancy Linear Array (LRLA) which
is an indication of low redundancies of frequency measurements within each sparse frequency
array. At the same time, many of these sparse frequency arrays do nor suffer from any 3-dB
range resolution degradation or only minimal degradation when correspond to the spectrum that
is utilized. Thus, this achieves the objective of Part 1 of the two-step approach for addressing the
issues of Spectrum Congestion and Spectrum Sharing.
Likewise, from the results obtained under these various adaptations when using the second
perspective of Array Thinning Design, it is still observed that that the SSA algorithm is able to
generate sparse frequency arrays whose coarray structures bear more resemblances to a LRLA
as compared to an uniformly-spaced frequency array. However, due to the conscious effects of
ensuring that the minimum inserted gap size is at least equal to 2.50% of the full spectrum, this
approach will more likely result in some degradation of the 3-dB range resolution (can be as big
as a factor of 1.40) as compared to the approach based on the first perspective.
6.2 Summary of Higher-order PCFM waveforms
In the first few sections of Chapter four, the theoretical concept for extending the PCFM framework
of designing radar waveforms based on "first-order" hold to higher-order hold representations are
discussed in great details. Susbequently, the discussion delves into the insights about the relation-
ships between these various order representations as well as the limits of the code values within
each order representation. The framework for multi-order PCFM waveform implementation is then
introduced along with the steps of the optimization process of both single order and mixed-order
PCFM waveforms.
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From the simulation results obtained from these higher order representations of PCFM wave-
forms when they are generated via the mixed-order representation, it is shown that it is possible
to obtain good improvement in terms of sidelobe performance while maintaining good spectral
containment as compared to when the PCFM waveform is generated from a single order repre-
sentation. In addition, the introduction of mixed-order representation also provides the option of
either performing sequential optimization on these representations on an order by order rbasis or
the joint optimization of these representations depending on the computational resources of the
machine that is used to perform the optimization.
6.3 Summary of combination of both parts for Spectrally-Cooperative
Radar implementation
In this Chapter, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm that is based on the first perspective
are being used to demonstrate the viability of generating PCFM waveforms based on the spectrum
usage derived from the SSA algorithm. By using several example spectrum usage scenarios from
the SSA algorithm, the resultant spectrum and matched filter response obtained from the composite
PCFM waveform formed from the summation of several PCFM waveforms corresponding to the
number of disjointed spectrum segments within the SSA algorithm are then plotted for discussions.
From the plots obtained for the resultant spectrum usage and matched filter response, they
indicate the practicality of creating physical realizable waveforms based on the results from the
SSA algorithm. As such, this Chapter bridges the transition from Part 1 to Part 2 of the two-step
approach that is presented in this dissertation.
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6.4 Summary of Radar Range Profile Estimation Application
In this Chapter, the results obtained from the SSA algorithm are applied to the Radar Range Profile
Estimation application. For this investigation, several different scenarios of spectrum usage as
well as target density within the radar range profiles consisting of both strong and weak targets are
explored in order to demonstrate the viability of using the SSA results in such an application. In
total, nine different scenarios are explored for the radar range profile estimation. In addition, an
iterative MMSE estimator is also introduced in this Chapter for performing the estimation of the
radar range profile.
From the results obtained from all nine scenarios, it is shown that when the magnitude of the
targets’ scattering coefficient is higher than the noise power or clutter power, it is possible to use as
little as 25.0% of the full spectrum to obtain a very accurate estimation of the radar range profile
without suffering from missed detections or false alarms. However, for any target whose magnitude
is at the level of the noise power or clutter power, more spectrum usage is required to avoid the
performance degradation of missed detections and higher false alarms.
6.5 Future extensions of this research
For the next phase of the research that are reported in this dissertation, the discussian will first
focus on Part 1 of the two-step approach described in the dissertation. As a start, the next step
will be to apply the SSA algorithm to the specifications of spectrum usage and Pulse Repetition
Frequency of a real-life example of a radar system so as to derive a sparse spectrum usage solution
for this system to operate in a co-sharing mode with other RF systems. Subsequently, the results
obtained from the SSA algorithm can then be used to determine the feasibility of applying these
results to the radar system under study taking into account the 3-dB range resolution and sidelobe
degradation performance.
Next, with regards to Part 2 of the two-step approach, the next step that comes to mind will be to
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construct the optimized second-order and mixed-order PCFM radar waveforms using an Arbitrary
Waveform Generator (AWG) as well as selecting a suitable transmit frequency and bandwidth and
then performs a transmit-receive operation of this waveform via loopback mechanism in the lab
so as to examine the characteristics of the received signal return from these higher-order PCFM
waveforms via spectrum analyzer etc.
Once the indoor loop-back test and evaluation has been completed, the second step will then
be to perform an outdoor transmit-receive exercise of the higher-order PCFM waveforms so as
to obtain the matched filter response of these higher-order PCFM waveforms to real objects and
clutter that are readily available outdoors.
Finally, the third step will then be to repeat both steps of constructing the PCFM waveform
by using the disjointed spectrum segments that are described in Chapter five so as to examine
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CPM Continuous Phase Modulation
CRLB Cramer Rao Lower Bound
ISL Integrated Sidelobe Level
LFM Linear Frequency Modulation
LRLA Low Redundancy Linear Array
MFI Marginal Fisher Information
MIMO Multiple-input Mulitple-output
MRLA Minimum Redundancy Linear Array
MSE Mean Squared Error
MMSE Minimum Mean Squared Error
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NLFM Nonlinear Frequency Modulation
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiplexing
PSL Peak Sidelobe Level
RF Radio Frequency
SSA Sparse Spectrum Allocation
ULA Uniformly-spaced Linear Array
USFA Uniformly-spaced Frequency Array
A.2 Symbols
BT Time Bandwidth Product
N Number of samples for Nyquist frequency sampling
K Number of samples corresponding to spectrum usage
M Number of range cells in unambiguous range profile
γi Target scattering coefficient
H Observation matrix
J Fisher Information matrix
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